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Canada
The mainarea of study in this thesis deals with relating student sources of ideas and
research to the outcomesof the science fair. There was no literatur e availab le that dealt with
an exp eri mental approach to studying these questions. This thesis uses a questionnaire
administered at the Eastern Newfoundland Regional Science Fair to supply the infonnatio n
on where students get their ideas, and where they do their research.
Themost prevalentsource for ideaswas self-generation. Surprisingly a large number
of students, including a largenumberof medal winners. obtain their ideas from texts. defined
as a low- level source within the literature . Few of the students used any research beyond
what they found in their school and public library, and in all but a few cases, ease of access
was the most quoted reason . The Internet as a research sour ce increased in popularity over
the past year, mirroring an increase in the access to this resource within the school system .
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Chapter I
Introduction
Thisthesis will discuss the goals and potential outcomes of science fairs and present
qualitative aitiques of thesegoals. As wen. a briefhistory offair structures in various locales
and a detailed treatmenJ: of the current structure in Canada will bepresented. Structures and
usages of sciencem can varyaccording to educational outcomes desired, while the central
idea, a meeting of people interested in science for the purposes of display and perhaps
competition. remains the same. Whether the end product is an exposition, a showcase night,
a noncompetitive fair or the classic science fair, the central focus is the student and the
student 's work. Thistheme along with a quantitative treatment dealing with students will be
explored as the discussion continues.
The Nature of Science Fairs
Thefirststep inexamining the nature of science fairsis to establish a viable definition .
One commonidea throughmost of the literature is that a sciencefairis a place where students
come to display their wares of scientific thought, problem solving and innovation. Galen
agrees with this definition,stating that a science fair -may bedefined as a group of exhibits
madeby students below college age "(Galen, 1993). Other definitions broaden this common
theme, such as McBurney 's (1978) which states that a science fair is "an opportunity for a
student to receive professional assessment and recognition for some personal scientific
endeavourofinlenst to that student ." Asimovand Fredericks (1990) concur stating that a
science fair offers " . . students a showcase for their scientific investigations and
discoveries"(p. v:iil.l TheOhio AcademyofScience sees the science fair as "en occasion for
the displayand evaluation of student:research projects- (Why?Student Research. p. 3, 1987).
Then one can say that a science fair is a showcase or exhibition of student science
invcstigatiomthatwill be judged by professionals in each particular scientific lidd. This will
suffice as a broad definition that addresses many of the ideas presented in the literature.
Goals ofScience and the Science Fair
This sectionwillattempt to estab lish a comparison between the goals of science , the
goals oCthe science fair,and bow each may be attained. In this discussion possible learning
outcomes, and directgoals of the fair itself will beexamined. Many critics ofthe science fair
movement,stipulate that many of the learnin g outcomes a fair produces can be addressed in
ot her, simpler ways. This idea will be examined along with contrary arguments. Slisz
(1989) did extensiveresearch in the areaofgoais for the sciencefairs. She based ber research
on those studies that she thought employed sound research methods and ended up with the
foUowing goals: I) inquiryas a goal, based on promoting positive attitudes toward science
and promoting sharing and communication, 2) learning process skills, 3) cooperation, 4)
mo tivation (extrinsic and intrinsic), and 5) practice working outside the classroom or
develo ping independent work habits. Slisz 's goals provide the framework to contin ue the
discussion.
Goals- attitudeslcommunicatiorVmquiry
There are many goals that are not exclusively goals of science but are general goals
of education. Theabilityto work: in a group, to express oneself clearly, to speakin public,
and to organize and present thoughts logically can improve the possibility of the student 's
being hiredandretaining a job in the future (Lankard, 1987) as well as being more effective
scientists in the present . Asimov and Fredericks (1990) see the science fair as not only
improving the students' skills, but their attitudes and interests as well. They continue to
explicitly state what they see the point of science fairs actually is, "to encourage them to
understand scienceandpossiblybecome a scientist or engineer" (Asimcv and Fredericks, vii,
1990). In the discussionof inquiry,the ever popuIarrealmof critical thinking skills must also
be considered. Critical thinking is an important part of inquiry but is not limited to the
attainment of science related goals,
The fundamental purpose of children's science fair projects is to develop critical
thin.lcing that can be applied not only to science but also to other subject areas
including, ultimately, reality (Blume. p. 19, 1985).
Woolnougb (1994) talked of whatindustrialistswanted in a student and they essentially agree
with Blume's purpose, helping to develop "the autonomy, creativity, problem-solving,
teamwork, communication and entrepreneurial skills that arc so important in the world of
work- (p.49). From a societal pointof view, science projects are important. As science fairs
form part of the motivation for doing the project, then they too are important.
Goabr Learning process skills
An important goal of any science curriculum includes acquisition of science process
skills. Therearc many classroom and lab activities specifically designed for this acqui sition.
A sciencefair project isanother one. Rivard sees the science fair project as -8 great way of
showingstudents how scientists work" (Rivard. 1989). Asimov and Fredericks within their
broad definition, state the science fair offers students the chance to " learn abou t the processes
ofscieoce themselves'" and see "bow scientistsinvestiga te and learn about the wor ld in which
we live" (Asimovand Fredericks, viii. 1990). Knapp (1975) discusses the impo rtance ofthe
fair in promoting process skills within the elementary grades. Frequently in these grades
process skills are given less than optimal emphasis. Generally process skills would include
observation, inference. measurement, and classification. Clearly 8 science fair project, no
matter what type, sbouIdbe an effective way to gainproficiencywith these skills. Other skills
that can be distinctly addressed in a science fair project would inc lude controlling variab les
and reporting, which are also addressed through laboratory and classroom activities .
Goals: Cooperation
Many who argueagainstthe science fair movemen t state that the competitive aspect
oftbe fair removes anychance of cooperation being practised . Within the science classroom
cooperation is taughtby utilizinggroup work in labsand class projects. Cooperation can take
o n many forms, such as the cooperation between a grou p entering a science fair, the
cooperation betweenscience fairparticipantsfrom the same school., and the sharing that takes
place when these stude nts have a chance to sit and talk together. Within the Eastern
Newfoundland Regional Fair, a Science Olympics isheld as part oftbe festivities . This should
inspirecooperation amongst the ' teams' of participants that compete against one another in
the science 'games ' . The way it accompIisbes thisis to arbitrarily assign teams, so that inter-
sc:bool and~ rivalriesan: DOt in evidence. AI the elementary Ievd sharing is . big
part of the curriculumaDd is one of the goals of any e1emenwyscience fair (Knapp, 1975) .
nus the sceecefair canbean effective wayto engender cooperationamongstparticipants,
co ntraty to the viewsof Wolfe (1994) and Smith ( 198 1) who cri ticize the higb competitive
nature of the event .
Go als - Motiva tion (extrin sic and intrinsic)
Motivating students intheclassroom may prove to beone of tb.emost difficult task5
for a scienceteacher. Unless. swdenthasa true interest in all aspects of the course material,
this motivationmay fluctuat e. The science fair, because of it 's nature and the nature of the
students' participating in it, hasa built in motivator. Fain which depend upon voluntary
participation will attract students addressing a research area they are interested in, and this
motivatesthese students to do the work. In thecase of . mandatory fair, generallystudents
wiD. stiIIchoosetopics that they are interested in. This interest motivates students to do the
work. This is DOttrue in aUcases. but student interestin the topic may playan important
filctorinthe qualityof the c:ndproducts. Thebenefitsto both groupsare the same, by bolding
a science fair we help stimulate interest in the area of science . Olsen (1985) stipulates that
co mpetiti ons of this type may build self-confidence and increase motiv atio n to work in
science. Ede lman (1988) sta tes directly that there is some evidence tha t students who do
science fair projects will contin ue on in the science field. Rao specifies that "'The:: greatest
value oftbe science fair is the recognition and encouragement that it gives to the stUdent
participants"(p.85, 1985). Thisisonside the normal goals for science activities, but the fair
offers thisand much more.
"...a largepan of their motivation is the hope ofachieving recognition from entry of
their projects in the various science competitions. The feeling of accomplishment
derived.from carefuUy plannedand executed experiments is another important source
of motivation" (Liebermann, p.1067). 1988)
These forms of extrinsic and intrinsic motivations serve a set of purposes which contnbute
to the importanceof the science fair and are frequently lacking withinthe regular classroom .
Goals - Science work and interest outside the classroom
This goal is one area where the classroom aspect of science learning is not equal to
the science fair. Homework may in some cases promo te learning, but rarely promotes
interest . Science teachers have few resources that would allow them to affect a student 's
interest outside the regular classtime. A science fair, though, by its nature is intended to be
separate from and outside the classroom. Promotion of thiswork and interest is then inherent
ina science fair structure. Manyauthors offer theiropinions, such as Jones (199 1) who states
"science competitions are one mechanism for students to develop their science interests
outside the traditional classroom setting." Asimov and Fredericks concur as they see a
science fair offering, ... . . students [the chance] to see how science works outside the
classroom" (viii, 1990). In fact one of the reasons for science fairs' organizational start was
the US government increasing their support to spark students' interest in science outside the
classroom (Science Fair Guide, 1990) . To promote independent student research is the
ultimate goal of any science fair project .
~
Knapp (1975) identifies some of the goals [or the science fair in the elementary
grades. including stimulatio n of creativity and imagination and expression of individual
differences. Streng (1966) also saw science fairs in the elementary school as a way to
capitalize: on the natural curiosityof students in the upper elementarygrades. These are goals
thatshould bestrived for and whichare attainablein the junior and senior high grades as well
In the regular science classroom,these goals are possible, but must be specifically sough t after
and maybe difficultto attain. Otherinterestinghidden educational outcomes for science fairs
are identified by Mann (1984) and include developme nt of reading skills, language, logical
and formal thought, writing skills.scientificliteracy, self-confidence., and creativity.
Althoughmany ofthe goals listedare as possible within the science classroomas they
are within the science fair, some are net . As well, within a classroom context, science fairs
can give purpose to practical work and support the importance o f practical work: in the
cu rriculum. The British Associatio n on the Advancement of Science (Science and
Techno logy Fairs, 1983) co ncur with this point . Science fairs take many of the goals of
scienceteaching andencapsulate them into one event. In summary then. thesciencefair is
an extrinsicmotivator for students to do science and pursue careers in science, a method of
building confidence and creating scientists,a way of taking science out of the classroom but
alsopromotingnon-scienceskills,and a way of creating well-rounded employable grad uates .
In conclusion. the science fair is not in competition with the science classroom, since they
share many goals . The fair is an imponant extension of the science classroom and a vibrant
fair structure is importantto the curren t educational system and the future scientific one .
Hjstory of the Science fAir M oyement
The USA andUK
The YCRJtb SOcx:eFowdarioo(YSF) Scieoce Fair Program handbook(1990) claims
thai scimc:efilirsorigioalcdin the United States. essentially a culmination of the scieoce club
movemenI from. theschool level. Asimovand Fredericks ( 1990) pu t me starting date as [he
"late 192I1s" (p.viii) ahbough themovement did not receive national recognitio n and suppo rt
until the adve:or: of tbc spaceraceagainst: the SovietUnion During that time,school sciences
curricula wer e revam ped. steps were taken to reco gnize scientific talent cartyon. and
ecracarricularactivitiesin sciencewere encouraged . The Chicago Public School' s Science
and Mathematics conference began in 1950 (Danil ov, 1975) . This time frame helps us to
zero ie cc ee CKad date for the birth oftbc science fair movement. Within the literature this
is one ofthc few start up dates thatarc mentioned . Other mention of thc science fair history
was foundwrthinarticlcsdc:alingwith the NonbCaroIioa Fair. The North CarolinaState Fair
cameinto beingin the 19SO's,.thewlminatiODof work starting at the klcaJlevel. Whhin that
strueD.Jl"e,students competed loca1Iy, moving up through Regjonals and then onto the Stat e
Fair (North Carolina, 1988). BothoCthescreferences make direc:tmentionoftbc local school
fair, and the local schoo l science d ub. Although in the case of NOM Carolina 's fair thereare
no allusions mad e, the YSF history seems to credit the start of science fairs to a gro up of
individuals who were running a national fair. The fact is that there is no specific date as to
when the first teacher held the first: science com petiti on in his/her classroom. The only data
to be found OD dates were those concern ed with major even ts, such as Chicago 's City Fair,
North Carolina's State Fair and the Internati onal Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF). A
summary of thehistory in the US shows that a system started in the late 1920's., evo lved
nationaJIyin small ways, slowly over the next few yean.. andlinaIJyculminat ed in a decent
size National ScicoceFair in the middle to late 1950's .
The United Kingdom (UK) also lays claim to developing the science fair idea. The
British Association for the Advancement of Science (198 3) claims that science fain were
originallyimeodedto sparkimereszin pnctic:a1 work within schoo ls. Theyinevitab ly evo lved
to a forum for displayand presentati on for those involved . No specific date is mentio ned,
although refemlces to "twenty years ago" placesthe start in the 1960's, some forty yean after
the American.
Untikeotherc::owmies..thehistory of the Natiooal Science fair in Canada is quit e wdl
documented. Thiswas caused in part by the use of a single continuous organizatioo 00 a
aatiooal scaleadninistering science &in sinceneartheirinception here. The first cities to see
thescieocefair,oamdy Wumipcg.Edmonton. Toro nto. Montreal. Hamilton. and Vancouver
did so in 1959 (YSF, 1990) . Within two yean partnenhipsamo ng ..national, professional
scien tific andtechnicalsocieties " (YSF, p. 2-1, 1990) created the Canadian Science Fairs '
Co unc il. which beld the first Canada -Wide Science Fair (CWSF) in Ottawa in 1962. The
Youth Science Foundation evolved from the Canada Science Fairs ' Council in 1966 . Thi s
evo lution lead to more program s being added to the YSF ' s purview, but they still remain ed
the chief organization for science fair acti vity in Canada (YSF , 1990). At its inception. the
YSF supported 30 Rt:gionai ScienceFairs, but they were not representativeof all pro vinces
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ofCanada. Now thirtyyears later- there are 109 Regional Science Fairs., representing every
province and terri tory which send rep resen tatives to the CWSF. There are some notable
exceptions to the Regional Science Fair structure such as Quebec which operates its own
provincial fair sending students to the Cana da Wide as a body rather than through regio ns.
The Quebec-Wide Science Fair (Paa-Quebeccis), as it is called, has a structure that 's based
on philosophy rather than geography. The group which oversees the fair, Conseil de
developpemect du loisir scientifique (CDLS), is actu ally seen on a par with the YSF for
funding purposes although affiliated with it during the Canada Wide Science Fair. It' s
importance to the science fairmovement cann ot beunderstated althou gh it haslittle meaning
for this study. The structure of the YSF makes the board of directors the overseen ofall
programs, with some power of decisions being left in thebands of theregions. Although many
important decisions must be passed by the board, the Canada Wide Scien ce fair Conunittee,
elected by regional delegates is the primary organizing body of the fair itself: The regi onal
fair council s, which arc made up ofloca1 fair organiz ers. elect the delegates which elect the
CWSF committee.
As was the case with the United Stat es. it iseasyto see that fairs existed at the local.
school-based levelbefore the national bod y. This history then enco mpasses the org aniza tion
that lead to science fairs being a "C ana da-Wide" affair.
Newfoundland and Labrador
Staying withinthe large organizati onal genre,the topic of bow th e regional fairs cam e
into being in Newfoundland will DOW bediscussed. Thesewere not the first fairs, just the first
II
that were provincially-based. The first regional science fair in Newfoundland was beld on
Ap ril It, 1981 (Smith" 1981). organized by a group of secondary and pest-secondary
educators as well as interested~ of tbe scientificcoDUllWlity. They began balding
regional fairsthat encompassed the entire province. In 19&4. Labrador becamea separate
regionunder the YSF guidelines(Science Fair Guide. 19(0), and within the next four yean
the island split to the three regions. Eastern.Central and Western. Each region I'WlS it !'air
organization in a different way. The eastern council relies on a pure volunteer structure,
which is also partially the case with the western council. Th e central council consists of
subject coordinators from the various school boards in that region. Western councilalso has
thissupport. Labrador because afits isolationand large geographical area, runs their council
on a schoolboard basis, switcbins between boardsevery few years . Throughout these years
Newfoundlandparticipated in the Canada WideScience Fair at various centres around the
cou ntry . In 1989, the CWSF was held in Newfoundland.hosted by the Eastern Regional
Science Fair Committee (ENSFC). It still boIdsthe record for number of participams, and
continues to elicit positive comments from the rest ofthe Canadian Fair Councils.
As onecanplainlysee,the use of fairsin Canadahas a strong continuity, and a beaJthy
base 00 whichto build. Still with signs ofdeclining senior high schoo l participation (Wells.
199 5, 1996), a reductio n in funding at all levels, a reductio n in the number of science
coo rdinators, and an increase in the number of different science and engineering events in
direct competition with the fair, Newfoundland's place as one of the leaders in science fair
organization and participatio n is in jeopard y. Sustaining a quali ty program and excellent
participation isbecomingmore difficult eachyear.
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Present Structure
Th e structure of science fairsis quit e well established in Newfoundland . Currently
fairsat the scbool levd an around theprovince feed into the regional fairs, cf'which there are
four in Newfoundland; Eastern, Central, Western. and Labrador. These are run by their own
individualcouncils acting as separate bodies. Although autonomous in manyways, each of
thesecouncilsfoDow guidelinesestablished by the National Science FairCommitteeand the
youth Science Foundation The Projea categories, including life Science, Physical Science ,
Co mputer Science and Engineering, as well as age grou pings, namely Junio r, Intermediate,
and Senior are just some of thecommonaliti es. Another is the timing afthe fairs with all the
Regionalsbeing heldnear theend of Marcheach year, so tha t entry deadlinesfor the Canada
Wide Scie nce Fair may be met. The winners from these regional fairs then are eligible to
attend theCanada Wide Science Fair, which is held in different Canadiancentres each year.
Nominally under the control afthe regional fair delegates as well as the Youth Sciences
Foundation(YSF) and its boardof directors,this fair is always held the week before the May
24 weekend. Theoutstanding participants at this leve l are chosen to attend the Interna tional
Scienceand EngineeringFair(lSEF). usua1lyheld in the continental US supportingsome 416
affiliated fairs and some 831 participants worldwi de (Galen 1993) . This fair is held in May
as well. with Canadian stu dents chosen 10 attend the following year's fair. Over the period
of the year the swdentswork on their projects with heJp from a mentoring scientist, refining
their wo rk to the highest degree possible. The students are immersed in their project for
upwards of two years,makingit a refined piece ofhigh schoo l science research. This shows
a dedication to theirscience. whethermotivated by the extrinsic acco lades, prizes and awards
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or thein1:rinsic "worthand enjoymentoftbe science activity itself" (Woo lnough, p.I09, 1994)
Reason for the Study
The science fair structure in Newfoundland was one of the most vibrant in the
country. This fact was most probably a direct result ot'the time and effort of many of this
province's science teachers. At prese nt this time and effort seem to be decreasing. The
evidence is found by examiningrecent years' participation information. This data shows an
increasing number of senior-bighschools have stopped having annual science fairs. During
informaldiscussions with school personnel, teachers broached a number of issues. Someof
themclaimthat the time and effort req uired in holdinga local fair take too much away from
the prescribed auriculum, and inevitab ly most put completing the course "require ments"
ahead of what is seen as an extraelJJT'icular activity. Others say that they are finding it too
difficult to co me up with new ideas fo r their students. and that there is a lack of student
interest overall. Thus a decrease in the number of senior high students participating in
science filirs at theregional (eve!basbeenobserved . Once again, the evidence is found in the
registration records. In the late 1980 '5 and early 1990's the ratio of senior high participants
to juniorhighwassomewherearound2:I, with approximately 200 senior participants present
at the fair. This past year saw that ratio at 1:I with less than 150 senior participant s and a
trendtowards man:participation by thejunior grades (Wells.19963). This decrease in senior
participation, and increase inj unior participation is also evident in other years. In 1995, for
instance, the EasternRegionalFair sent more junior highstudents than senior to the Canada
Wide Science Fair(Barron, 1995) whilejust two yearsbefore onlysenior high studen ts were
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sent. Othersupporting facts include the size cfthe relative judging groups. Junio r Physical
Science is the largest group of any at the fair . Constituting close to one third of the
participants, this grou p only includes grades seven and eight . That this increase may bea
result afthe fact that the Junior High Science Curriculum lends itself mo re to the practical
science thanSenior High, is in many ways true . The Junior High course is an activity-bascd
offering, less content driven than its senior high counterparts. Along with a heavy practical
com ponent it requires a science fair project as pan of its assessment (Grade g Science
Cwricu1um Guide, 199 5). The prob lem is that this requirement is not present in the Senior
High course descriptions .
Thehighschool Physics curriculum guides (Physics 2204 Curriallum.Guide, 1992 and
Physics3204CurriculumGuide., 1992), for both senior high courses, stipulate that a science
fair project may be done, but can be replaced by a written research repo rt. The Chemistry
guides (Chemistry 2202 Curriculum Guide., 1988 and Chemistry 3202 Curriculum Guide,
1988) perfunctorily mention science projects as a form ofevaluation, but do not make the
project a requirement. "Students may" do a science fair project (p.4S and p.62) . The
Biology Guides(Biology 2201 CurricuJum Guide., 1994 and Biology 320 1 Curriculum Guide,
1994) suggest the science fair project as a way to provide certain types of learning
experiences, namely inquiry learning and independent study . They also do not make them a
requirement. nor do they mention them in the evaluation sectio n. Clearly these curriculum.
guides are net making a science fair project mandatory although generally they are promoting
the science fair movement in a small way .
Within each of the junio r high curriculum guides,. (Grade 7, Grade g, and Grade 9
"
Scieoce Curriwh.un Guide, 1995) there is direct 5Upport and a requirement for the scieoce
project. A sectioo found in the grade eight guide (1995). states the following :
Owing c:acb.~ of the program, students are required to do an independent science
project of the type that would be suitab le for entJy into a science fair. At the grade
seven level. students arc given extensive instruction in the vario us aspects involved
in preparing the project Three weeks bas been allocat ed for this in the curriculum..
At tbe grade eight and nine levels, need for instructio nal time should be lessened .
ApprOlomatelytwo weeks have been allocated at these grade levels. (Grade Eight
Science Curriculum Guide., p.12, 1995)
Not only is theprojecta pan of the pcescribed curri eulum, but it is recommended that time
actuallybe given in the class fur the dew:lopmeot of the project itself. Clearly the junior high
prognm bas• true commitment to the science fair pnx:es.s.
This lack.of a required science fair project in me senio r grades could be part aCthe
cause of the decliningparticipation of that age group. Of course ifthe science fair project
were required thereprobably would not be a parti cipation problem. King and Peart (1992),
in their studies dealing with teachers from acro ss Canada, showed that in the science
classrooms in thejunior high there wasa higher incidence of small grou p work (53% 'IS
48% ) and less seat: work (46% V$ 52010)than wu observed in the seniorhigh grad es .
Althoughnot spe:ci6ca.Dy dealingwith the area of science fair projects, the propensity of seat
work.and a highcr incidence ofteachc:rjecaaes in the highschoo l grades (60% vs 58%). may
showlessopportunity for the undenalring o f science fair projects . In the area of evaluation,
this same stud y found many stark differences between the senior and junior highgrades.
Effort in the juniorhighscience classroom plays a much larger role than tha t of achievement
on test s and exams. Sixty one percen t of teach ers surveyed stipulated effort being more
important than achievc:meut. The senio r high grades were the exact opposi te . Sixty five
I.
percent of teachers surveyed felt that achievement on exams and tests was the most
important factor in evaluation (King and Peart. 1992). This supports many of the claims
made in the previous section, including the reasons for schools not holding science fairs. It
also supports the claims thatthe teacheror the school may be largely at fault. The focus will
now tum to the commonexcuses used to justify not baving a science fair.
The first arguments gleaned from the informal discussions. stipulated that a science
fairwould take too much out of regular class time and adversely affect the completion of the
prescribedcurriculum. The&.ctis that with proper planningtbe fair and much a f the stud ent's
work. can be outside school and class time . As well, although the senior high curriculum
guides do not assigna sciencefilir project as mandatory they still support the idea of'the fair,
seeing it as a means to utilize and develop critical skills within the curriculum. Lack of
student interest also may not bea valid excuse . Students from three af the school s who did
Dot hold fairs entered the regional fair on their own (Wells, 1996a). These students
independently chose. researched, and presented their projects, although parental involvement
may have played a factor. As well many of the high schools in the St. John's area have
voluntary participation withintheir fairsand stillmanage to get enough student s to hold them .
That (eaves the lack of new ideas from teachers as the only remaining excuse offered by
individual schoo ls. Dub (1988) found the most important cause ofa lack of science fair
participation to be a lack of teacher interest and enthusiasm towards the fair idea, while
Knapp (1975) published a list of common teach er excu ses for not holding a fair. Teachers
who have panicipated in the faitin the past may have lost their enthusiasm and may no longer
be interested in devoting much time and effort towards a fair. Several lines of reasonin g
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support this idea,
NUIItlerone. these teac:hen have been bdping students with projects and providing
ideasfor years, 50 it is easyto see why they maybegetting tired . The ranks oftbe ENSFC,
show thistrendaD. too well A past c:hairpcnonof the coUDcil is one of the teacbc:r'swhose
schooldocs rot bold. scecce fAir. Number two. Junior high science teachers have students
at the beginning of their fair careers, arxI thus old tried and true ideas will still befresh to
thes e students . Also . Junior High teaching materialshave many interesting and rewarding
scienceprojects a1ready prepared. The time set aside in the curriculum for the science fair in
thejuniorbigh isanother definite factor . This explains the ad vance s mad e in tbejunior high
area. Fmally, the average senior science teacher in manyschoo ls is very senior, in most cases
in thelasthalf of tbeir teacbing careers, and tlwthey have do ne all oflhis many timesbefore .
Holy Heart High Scboolbas13 scienceteachers on~ with all but five able to retirewithin
fiveyeatS- Although this may be an aberrarioo. penonal experience shows that thisis close
to the DOm1. A more rigorous proof may DOt bepossible as no specific age data is available
for thisarea. yet:some support is found in other areas. King and Peart ( 1992) found that the
junior high grades of teachers. although being subject specialists. were more likely to
undc:rta.k:eand beimerested in a career move. ThJs. withthe posSIbility of high turnover fresh
teachers are probablyinjectedinto the system. Such is noc: the case in the senior high grades.
where the career move pcssibiliry was considerably less (King and Peart, 1992) .
Other evidence that suppons this hypothesis comes from such places as the Youth
Science Foundation and Stem-Net. The Youth Science Foundation anDualIy publishes lists
and abstra cts ofwiMing projects from the Canada Wide Science Fair . As well, tber have
"
published a list of possible project ideas for all grade levels, to aid teachers in their jdt
(Science Fair Proj ect Ideas, 1979, and Regional Science Fair Guidelin es. 1995). This was
pan of their fair handbook., included to give teachers' a head stan on giving students ideas.
Stem-Net, whichis the Internet provid er for all of Newfoun dland and Labrador ' s education
system, has also responded to such requests from science teachers. The organization itself
was put into place to suppon teachers within Newfoundland and Labrador. with the name
Stem-Net, actually standing for Science, Technology Education and Mathematics teachers '
Network . In 1993 Harvey Weir. then director of Stem-Net, solicited and supported the
creation ora Scic:nc:c Fairs Gopher that would give teachers acces s to new project ideas and
information. It proved to be among the most popuJar gopher sites (Weir, 1994). FoUowing
the change in technolo gy and the advent of the World Wide Web , the Science Fairs Gopher
became the Science Fair Home Page . Thecontent remained the same , with idea lisa as its
focus. whileitssuccess became measurable through the use of access count ers. Between the
months ofJamuuy and May 1996, more than three thousand accesses were made to this page
From May of 1996 to May of 1997, an additional thirty seven-tho usan d accesses were made.
This marked increase in access may be due to several facto rs, one being an increase
in availability of the Internet to students . In support of this hypothesi s, the increase in
accesses could mean that more students can seek the help they need for their science fair
projects or that there was an increased need for the heJp itself Either would support the
hypothesisthatstudents need heJp in obtaining ideas for science fair projects. The evidence
is controvertible, but weighs heavily in favour of the point that project ideas are among the
most important factorsofa Science Fair's success. So then, teachers may bethemainreason
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fo r the decline in science fairs. just as they were the mainreason for their inception. The
question10 ask nowis how to help them? lfideas and research are the stumblingblocks for
these teachers, then identifying the ways in which students obtain their ideas and research,
and makingthesepathway s easier to access for all involved would seem the solution.
Out line oftbe Study
Thisresearch willbe addressing two main questions. wheredo students get their ideas
for science fair projects. and where do students do their research for science fair project s.
Within these questions several comparisons are possible. One is to view the differences
between wherehigh achievers at the fair, namely those who win a medal. and other stude nts
get their ideas and do their research. The literature supports such a difference, so it can be
expected to be significant. The second is to view the reasons why such sources are used .
This will allow insight into what drives a student toward s one source rather thananother .
This insight will have practical significance within the educational system and will address
some afthe problems discussed earlier.
Thebasis of answeringthese questions and observing these comparisonsis the final
standingof the studentat the fair. A concern would be whether or not the instruments used
would becapable of answeringthesequestions. Is the differencebetween a medal winnerand
non-medal winner statistically sound? Can it be reproduced with a certain degree of
certainty? A check of reliability and validity of this process is needed to insure this.
Othercomparisons and questions can beraisedfrom the instruments provided, but the
main purpose of this research is to answer thesequestions first.
Chapter 2
A Review of the Literature
Within any literature review the criteria for selecting the arti cles must be specified .
This review will deal specifically with articles that are within the science fair genre, namely
allarticles dealing with the fair itself: its structure, its purpose, the projects themselves. and
allparts of thefaiTdeemedtop ical. This discussio n will formalize the definition and establish
the types of projects, review research on project idea sources and concerns., and research
methods and concerns.
Definition and Project Types for Discussion
To begin this discussi on, the position that differen t peop le hold on the issue of the
natureofscieoce fairswillbe examined. In the previous chapter a sc ience fair was defined as
a sciencecompetition, involving judging by scientists, students wo rking as scientists would.,
undertaking a science project . But this undertakin g must also be defined . The high schoo l
science courses' curriculum guides in Newfotmdland and Labrador include a science-fair-type
science project among suggested featur es but none make it a requiredelement . The physics
curriculum guides come the closest (Physic s 2204 and Physics 3204 Curriculum Guides.
1992 ), but allows teachers and students to choose this required project to mean a writt en
research paper passed into the teachers themselves. Although this constitu tes part of what
a science project is, it misses the crux of the matte r. Asimov and Fredericks (p .l , 1990)
supply us with a well-rounded definition:
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A science fairproject is a presentation of an experiment. a demonstration, a research
effort. a collection ofscientific items, or a displayof scientific apparatus.
They are supported by Pushkin (1987) who stipulates that"research is the process of studying
a scientific problem with the intent of solving it and/or learning about it" (p.962). These
definitionsare quite complete and encompass all possible avenues that a science fair project
can follow. However, as some people may object to all that is included in this list, it opens
up a controversial issue . which is the debate between experimental and non-experimental
types of projects.
The ccerrcversy revolves around whether the two main types of science fair projects,
experimental and non..experimental , should both be acceptable. The Youth Sciences
Foundation (YSF) . in their Science Fair Project Ideas publication (1979) originally gave an
expansive definition of what a non-experimcntal type of project entails . According to this
guide the non-experirnental project, or display as they call it. is one of the two following
things:
A display ofscientifi c information already available in printed and non-printed form:
usuallycopies of diagrams, moods assembledfrom kits. summariesof reports and
books.
A chart. illustration, model. collection, specimen or report based on first hand
investigation by the student; the display must show evidence of the students own
thought . (p .I)
These guidelineshave since changed on the national scene, and the classification ofprojeas
becomesmore complex (Science Fair Guide, 1995). The original definition presented a clear
division between experimental and non-experimentai projects . It also classified nOD-
experimental projects as being of lower level educationally and withinthe judging structure.
Now there are three categories of projects., experimental, irmovation, and study . The
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experime:ntaI projectis.as the name suggests, the undertakingof an experiment to address
or solve a problc::m iosceece. lnDovations. dearly within the realm of the noIH:Xperimc:mal
project. involve:
the development and evaluationof innovativedevices, modelsor techniques or
approa.cbesin fields such as teclmology, engineering. or computcn (both hardware
and",ftwue). (Goulding. 1997)
The study type of project. another oon-c:xpcrimentaJtype. involves:
a collectionand analysis of da1a to revealevidence of a fact or a situation of scientific
interest. It could include a study of cause and effect reJationships involving
ecological, social.political or eco nomic consi derations ; in depth studi es; theo retical
investigations. Variables., if identified. are by their nature not feasible to co ntrol.
(Gouldin g, 1997)
Once again. these types ofinvestigatioas are not experiment al in nature, but woul d fall more
into Pushkin ' s (1987) learning about a scientific problem while clearlyexisting within the
demo nstration, coUect:ionor displaysof A$imov and Fredericks (1990) . Some authors fed
thattbe~typeofprojectisootatrue ·science·cxpcrience. Stedman ( I97S)
views non-experimemal types as "valuable esperieece, but ... not the best. reflection of
science"(p.20), while McBwney (1978) views them. as DOD science, "giving students a
misleading view of sciencc"(p.420) . These authors are supported by Fredrickson and
Mikkdson (1979). whosee the ooo-c:xperimeoltype of projectas havinga "legitimate place
in the teaching of science. but a clear-cut distinction should be made between these efforts
and actual scientific experimentation"(p .499). They clearly see non-experimental type
projects as less thantheirexperimental brethren. Knapp (1915) , although reco gnizing that
many typ es of non-experimental projects co uld be part of the science fair, labels them as
pro jects for youngchildren, while encouraging even sixthgraders 10 undertake the more
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difficult (m biscycs)experimem.a1 project. Daab(1988) fouodthat there was a participation
problem with lbe fifth graden within bet district. This problem was in part caused by
unreaso nable demands made upon the fifth graders, oamdy not aUowing them to do non-
experimental type projects. This coul d be viewed as an exampleof where holding the idea
of non-experimental type projects no t being ~ real~ science co uld very well be hurtin g the
scie nce fair movement . However, the author did not see it that way. but rather chose to
devise a mc:tOOd to make tbisexperimc:ntatioeasier ror the 6fth grade student (Dabb . 1988).
Perhaps c:xpaDding. or- c:nbaocing the ways students do ooo-experimentalprojects. as wdl as
enforcing certainstrictures uPJDwhat topics may beaddressed would solve the problem.
Theproblemor question extends beyond the realmof classroom fain to major fain
held oationally and internationally . The Illinois Board of Education sees the experimental
proj ect as the higher level of the two, with its advantages including fostering scientific
thinking and other educational skills. They specifically state that this type may be more
applicab le to upper -level. and upper-ability smdems, while the only advantage for the
dc:monstratioo f~ type work is that iscould be moresuccessful for andmore
applicable to Iower-level.students (Riggins. 1985a). Thatthe presentation of any topic is
useful educationally or that even a non-experimental type of project when done wd1 can
display scientific thinkingis DOt present in their reasoning. Furtherproof of this is found in
Riggins(1985b) as they take students through the process of designing experiments within
thestudent's handbook. yet make no mention of discovery/display types of projects. Riggins
(1985b) isused as a science 6lirguide.Othersuch guides were perused and in them the same
narrow definition was discovered.
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NonhCarolina's State Science Fair Guide (1988) definesa -true · science praiect as
an -invesliga:lioo. of. question,. involving research. planningand application of the 5cientific
method to seek an answer totbc~· (p. 4). Ofa:use iftbc authors badSlopped before
the application of the scieutific:method. it would have included 1lO~ type
projects. NewfuuodIand's f4ir guide.whidJ.is the YSF sfair guide ( 1995), assumes that noD-
experimental type projects are DOt of high enough levd for the Canada WKl.e Fair. a view
sbared by theISEF. In fact, within the Science Fair Project Ideas Guide (19 79) published by
the YSF, they suggest that the non-experimentaI type project is oflower educati onall cvel
and deservingof fewer points within the judging process.
The North Carolina Guide (1988) also calls an experimental project a · succes.sful
project" It appears that thelair guide is attemptingto funnd students into a project type that
wouldbemore sucoessful at a higher bel This ispossible. as the YSF guide (1995) and the
ruJesoftbc lSEF stipuJate that ano~ type project's levd is not appropriate for
the CanadaWideScicoce Fair or the International Science and EnfJneeriog Fair. Who then
can blame!he teacher for guiding their students away from the legitimate yet quite maligned
noo-experimentalprojects when success lies upon another path?
Propooemsof the ooo-expcrimemaI typeS of projects are,. for the most part, intent on
including as manystudents 15 possible, and thus do not want to lose the lower-level students
sucha type of project wouldusually draw . Chiapenaand Foots (1984) on the other hand see
non--cxpcrimental type projects in a differeot light. They say that not all research is empirical
in nature and in filet some of the most noted scientists based their work on the work of others
(Cbiapetta and Foots, 1984). They give Einsteinand bis theories as an example (Chiapena
"
and FOOlS, 1984). At this point. it is interestingto note, that Einstein's work and thought
experiment. would fall within the Innovation type of project at the Eastern Newfoundland
ScienceFair. Inevitably, any well researched and inquisitiveproject addressing toda y's issues
can bean infurmative, problem-solvingbased, critical thinking enhanced, learning experience
without being empirical in nature or basedalong the lines of the scientific method.
McNay (1985) suggests that science projects "are supposed to be experimental, to
deecescate that the young scientist can formulate and test a hypothesis,gather data, interpret
results and draw conclusion- (p .I7). Thisposition has left non-experimental types out ofthe
top fair projects ' picture. McNay (1985) goes on to stipulate that the nonn has been:
Fair projectsthatdisplayinformation or demonstrate a principle or process have often
been considered insufficiently scientific and have even been described as not only
missingtheessence of science but also being inconsistent with the goals ofteaching
science (Smitb, 1980)(McNaY,P.17. 1985)
ConsideringMcNay's(1985) view-that:science"meansquestioningthe world. wondering bow
it works, and, while delighting in its mysteries. raising hope about the possibility of coming
to understanding some of them- (p .18) it is obvious why she feels that non-experimental
project s are just as important as experimental projects. Wellington's (1994 ) topology of
investigations would list most non-experimental types of projects as investigations . A
graphicalrepresentationof thistopology isfound in the next section. Some non-experimental
types of investigationswould beclosed-ended in their scope, with an answeralready decided,
but it could reasonably be concluded thata question and answer about how something works
is a legitimate undertaking . These views not only support McNay's standpoint of non-
experimental typ e projects being legitimate science, but also blend weU with the ideas of
science investigations discussed before. Her viewpoint on the non experimental approaches
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have been encapsulated below:
I. Presentingthree-dimensional displays based on literature searches.
2. Buildingworking models or presenting technical demonstrations
3. Demonstrating a basic scientific princi ple.
4. Observing the environment.
5. Collecting and Analysing data. (McNay. p. IS, 1985)
Another proponent, KevinCollins(198 1), offen a unique perspective on independent
non experimental projects,taking us from whathe used to do, to a more effective strategy he
basdeveloped . Essentially Collins(198 1) original strategy of suggesting "repo rts on vario us
topics related to class work being covered at the time" (p.463), lead to the type of
"cook book" experiments and plagiarized work Woolnough ( 1994) predicted. His present
system of explanation of goals.suggested topic s. and significan t student-teac her intera ction,
has leadto "not only written papers (in thestudents' own words), but also to plant collections,
photography projects . and other proj ect s offering something for everyo ne's intere sts and
talents " (Collins, p.463. 1981). Thus Collins started with the structured and moved on
toward the mo re effective (in his case) unstructured research.
As stated at the beginning of this discussion. this is a controversial issue , one which
cannot beresolved within a single literature review. Earlier there was established a series of
goals. some based on the presentation of the project., dealing with the judges and public,
turning students onto science . teaching them about competition, teaching them abou t bow
scie nce works, to challenge the student, etc . Althougb these are not all of the go als for
science fairs. the goals mentioned here seemingly can be addressed by a non-experimental
type of project . Bombaugh(I987) doesn't actually comment on theexperimental versus the
non-experimental, but rather in the need to chaUenge the stu dent, while Dub ( 1988) admi ts
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that noo-experimental project could form the basis of an "entry -level" for students into the
science fair . In sununary, both the non-experimental type and experimental project are
legitimate depenc:liDg on, (l) the age of participants, (2) the nature ofthe student work on
display, and (3) the proviso that the non-experim ental type of project actually meets more of
the stated goals ofscience fairs. Withinthisdiscussion consideratio n will begiven to both the
non-experimental and experimental type ofscien ce fair project s.
ProjectIdea; So urces and Concerns
Obtainin g an idea is consist ently mentioned within the literature as the first step of
creating a science fair project . A common question heard by teachers from their student is
" What will I do my project on?" While Stud ents also ask "What will be the overriding
question thatwill leadto myhypothesis and thusinto my research?" Leibennann (1988) sees
this as "the biggest obstacl e to overco me in do ing a project " (p.I067) while Bombaugh
( 1987) stipulated that30"10ofanyproject time woul d be spent on determining what the top ic
would be.To differentiate betweenthe mainareas ofwhere student project ideas come from,
Wellington 's
"topo lo gy of
investiga tions" will
be used. A
representation
shown to the right.
~-==)
FIGURE I : Wellington, 1994 - Topo logy of Investigation
'"
Basically. there is a specttum of investigations leading from directed/structured to
undirectedfunsa in research; fran closed to opel in the questioning; &nd from teacher-
led investigationsto student -led investigations. The continuum.dealing with who poses the
questio ns. and what type of questions they arc will provide the structure for the discussion
on ideas. The contirnnundealing with the:type of research taking place will be used in a later
section.
Two of thc most prevaIeDr: mctbods ofstarting an investigation are using lists created
by individualscience teaeben, and usingscience te:xu in the acquisitio n of a fair pro ject idea
Tbcsewoukl fanclose to the teaeber-ledside of the spec:ttum. Hansen(1983), organized his
elementary fair around a list using. "suggested topics from the students' science
teltts·(p.IO). Pushkin (1987) concurs, recommending "that the students look through their
textbooks for ideas" (p.962) . VanDeman and Parfitt (1985) agree that selecting the topic is
"perhaps the most difficult pan of da ing a science project" (p.14) and go on to suggest the
use ofteaeberintroduced topicsearlier in the year. Two popular NuBieid science texts. used
in England during the 1970's. list project suggestions (Tawney , 1975). L, fact the basic
premiseis the same,. insuringthat the project undertaken is relevant sceoce; relevant to the
subject area at hand at least (Hansen. 1983; PushIcin, 1987). It is interesting to DOte that
Asimovand Fredericks (1990 ) bookcontainsa List of possible experiments. This wouJd lead
ODC to believe thatthey supponDot only the student created projects, bu t the teacher lists as
weD. Therisk isthatthese questions, already havingbeenanswered to some degree, may also
fallalong thecJosed..ended sideofttle spectrum, and their educational worth may bein doubt.
Detract ors of this process are not difficult to find. Woolnough (1994) disagrees
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stronglywith thispracticestating. "too often pmdicaI.work basbeendominated and distorted
by an aim to elucidate or discover some piece of scientific theory" (PA9) . He further goes
on to say thatthis-cookery book" type of investigation is unproductive., tightly structured and
leads to "unsucx:essful comprehension" (Woolnough, 1994, p.49). To lend credence to these
statements, Woolnough(l994) reJates that many industrialist s and educationalists advocate
the more student cent:ered "individual .. . research project"( P.49). and their reasons are that
this produces the right person for industry , and it fits in with what educators theorise about
how childrenlearn. A second contrary view to the1istJte:xt practice is found in Foster (1983) ,
who labels such as "cookbook experiments." basically "artificial" approaches (p .20), which
do not addressthe true sense of what a student is interested in. Foster (1983) suggests that
the science project be a year -long affair. and that teachers begin by "introd ucing students .
to the idea of asking questions about the world around them" (p.20). This then is
supported by the introduction ofexperiments to answer certain questions, and inevitably to
the students own question and experiment design (Fester, 1983). From Wellington's point
ofview, Foster (l983) isattempting to move along the continuum, from the teacher-led end
of question posing, and workin g towards the student side while engendering open-ended
questions about "the world around-his students. Essentially the amount of open-endedness
of the experiment depends on the student. the teacher 's instructions, and the amount of
copying of experiments that take place .
Rivard's (1989) work: in developing a model of idea development is quite similar to
Foster's, and includes, the students listing their interests. teacher involvement by identifying
those interests whichwould lend themselves to scientific investigation and instruction on how
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to formu1ale properresearchquestions, studenu writing proper research questions from their
interesc 1ists,then evaluatingand choosing from this their research topic . Rivard starts much
closer to the student-led side of the spectrum, and attempts to insure an open-ended
questioning. A representation is given below:
I. [student] listshislberinterests
2. [teacher]studies the inten:stsand seeks to identify those which lend themselves to
active research
3. [In theclassroom]teacher gives examp les of bow to identify a research problem.
General discussion. Instructs students to fbrmulare a number ofquestions based on
tbe lnteresrsHsred
4. [studen t] draws up a series of questions based on hislher interests, particularly
those identifiedby the teacher as having research potential
5. [student] evaluates each question (or problem) according to its relevance,
originalityand validity
6. [student] selects one problem and gathers infonnation ..
Rivard., p.202, 1989
In all these cases it is the intent that the teacher acts as facilitator . not adjudicator or list
maker. and the projects have real relevance for the student involved. Asimov and Frederi cks
(1990) who also see the act of choosing a topic the most difficultpart of the science fair
process, suggest that a list ofquestions that would bring out the student's interests could
spark someideas. They arepresuming that students' interests are guiding their research, but
in somecases students do projects that they thinktheir teacher wants to see. or that will do
well in the competition. Essentially the problems in these cases are time, classroom
commitment, teacher quality. ability, and interest . Much ofa science class ' allocated time
would betaken up in the development of these project formulas, and the teacher in question
would have to totally agreewith the strategy and support it throughout for it to have any
chance of succeeding .
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There are many reasons why a teacher list should not be used, but here are some
variationson thatideawhichpresent the argument froma differentperspective. One way to
insurethat:thesciencetakingplace is relevant, while also decreasing the amount of teacher-
led question posing,is the thematic science filir introduced by Wmicur (1989). Essentially "all
projects withina grade level must conform to the theme, yet the themes are so general as to
not really restrict the choices of topics" (p.27) . Wmicur. though, does not restrict the
creativity beyond this proviso, and in fact uses the common theme to engender cooperation
amongall thestudents. The lack of restrictionsalsoallowsthe possibilityof more open-ended
questions. Keller and Holden (1994) also support the idea ofa thematic fair. In their case
though the theme is the same year to year. specifically dealing with consumer issues. Their
consumer fair still promotes science fairs in general, but channels the students problem-
solving skills and creativity into areas that not only make them better scientists. but better
consumers as we ll (Keller and Holden, 1994)
Chioouth ( 1994) channels her students' ideas in a different direction. She suggests
project ideas and supplies a teacher list for projects that are inexpensive . Washing that all
students competeon a levelfield,and that some not beleftout due to sociol-eeooomic status,
Chinoutb (1994) developed solutions that cost little yet pay off big in the science learning
arena. Such things as learningabout recyclablesaround the house and creating projects from
everyday household materials are just some of the possibilities.
Liebermann (1988) meanwhile., gets aroundtheproblemof cookbook experimentation
by pushing his students beyond the norm. He uses a list developed from experiments
presented in thepagesof the Journalof ChemicalEducation. His case is special amongst the
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teacher provided experiments, as seen below:
It mayconcern some readers that these experiments, the outcomes ofwbich are more
or less knownare treatedas research projects. However. these experiments are new
to my students, and in their hands no outcome is certain . . They realize they are
reproducing previous work, but with the intention of modifying and extending it in
someway beyondwhat was presented in [the Journal of Chemical Education] and in
some of theoriginalliteraturc. (Liebermann. P.l067. 1988)
Thus although teacher-led, these investigations move towards being open-ended. There are
others who fee!the same way and suggest moving in the same directions as Liebennann.
Giese and hiscolleagues (et aL 1992) think that the act of perusing lists of past student
experiments will assist students in their search for a topic. Tawney (1975) concurs.
suggesting even that texts, "intended for younger pupils, may stimulate ideas for the A level
student "(p.78). Field,dealing with younger children. hasaddressed this problem as wen, "of
course. students will need guidance at every phase, including the initial one-selecting a
problem to be studied" (Field, p.IS, 1987). Yet in his case, even though the logical course
is presenting the students with a list of project ideas to choose from. Fields uses "a little
prompting and a few examples to start."allowing the students to ask their own research
questions, questions to which theydo not know the answer. Here then is a partially teacher-
led investigation with moderate open-endedness. This mirrors Liebermann (1988) to some
extent, stressingthe needfor the student to search out answers to questions they themselves
do not know the answer to . One of the ways to gel the most out ofa science fair is to use
more than one method in helping students come up with their project idea. Asimov and
Fredericks (1990) suggest that students should peruse various research sources to find a
topic. Specifically theschool library,a universitylibrary,governmentagencies, local scientific
laboratories, newspaper or magazineoffices, city or county agencies or even mail order.
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Romjue and Clementson (1992) provide a resource list with their science fair set-u p guide.
Thislist includes thehbrary, newspapers and magazines. old scien ce textbooks. profess ional
journalsand community resources all ofwbich can be used to "inspire science fair projects"
(Romju e and Clementson, P.24, 1992). It is interestingto note that all ofthesc resources can
be used to help in the research of a project as well.
Galen (1993) tells us that the "choice of a topic for scientific research is very
important," and then co ntinues with the ways and means he himself uses in the classroom.
Essentially these amount to ISEF abstracts (a form cftist), the studen t's own creativity, the
stude nt's previous year's project (giving the student two years to research and build up a
project] and his own personal experience, yet he does not comment on their effecti veness
beyondcommenting on the success oChis program, which includes 23 [SEF fair competitors
(Galen 1993). There is DOmention as to whether his tutelage is the cause of these winning
projects, altho ugh it is implied. In Galen's case. he allows the stude nts ability to detennine
wbere the questionl3llson the continuum . Goodman ( 1975) has his senio r students narrow
their topic choices based on their field of inter est, choo sing a topic from Bio logy, Physics or
Chemistry . Thcycould thenrefinetheirchoices into somesubset of that particul ar disci pline,
suchas mology. He alsosuggests thatgood ideas are available from such sources as articl es
injoumals andabstracts. Goodmangoes on to counsel the use of teacher directed whole-
class projects as an alternative (Goodman, 1975).
Giese,Cothron,and Rezba(l992) suggest "a simple questionnaire asking students to
identifYtheir hobbies,part-timejobs. talents, science articles they read, or any science-related
interestscan help identify topics·( p. 32). As well, books on science tricks, demonstrations.
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popular magazines.. science course-related materials, or lab manuals are other suggestions,
once againallowing the stu dent themselves to choose whethe r to lead or follow in posing a
questio n (Giese et aL. 1992). They submit that by ~altering the variables- such activities coul d
become unique, meaningful student investigations , essentiaUy opening a c1osed-encled
investigation.
or course the students own creativity on coming up with a project idea cannot be
discounted. This would seem to be the highest fonn of student-led investigation and
creativity. Some would suggest that the student's ultimate motivation for doing the science
fair is "an intrinsic interestin finding answers- (Giese. Cothron. and Rezba,p.32. 1992 ). Not
only that but the student in experiencing the world is able to ask such questions themselves:
Ideas for projects can be foundeverywhere. I frequently recall Gerd Scmercf's story
of a boy who, during a schoo l trip to Broadcasting House, found inspiration for a
project in the controls of the completely ordinary lift used to reach the studios.
(Tawney, P.78, 1975)
Fields (1987) also supports the idea of spontaneous project idea generation. Wondering
aloud about anything could be a research topic . As well, presenting a "discrepant event "
(p.19)to studen ts could spark the choice ofa topic . Pearso n (1976) stipulates quit e clearly
that there need to "be more ways to help teachers tum student ideas into projects" (p.30).
Although theonus ison the teacher throughout the research process in this case. the on us is
on the student for the topic. Wolfe (1994) also leaves his project idea cho ice open-ended,
omy stipulating that the students "exp lain or describe a scientific or mathematical principle
or concept" (p.I7). Knapp (1975) while dealing with the issue offairs in the elementary
grades addresses issues of relevance to all science fairs. He suggests that each child must
as
select their own project idea, because "Childr en resist baving to make forced choices from
lists " (p.12)
Foster (1983) suggests that students contributing to a classroom resource centre on
science may stimulate the idea process . Another approach taken by VanDeman and Parfitt
(1985) isallowing students to have practice in asking questi ons. much as suggested by both
Blume(I985) and Foster(l983). Fields(1987) presents an interesting viewpoint on the topic
choosing. Wnhin his fair the research taking place is group work, and the students actuall y
share ideas and then choose the topic together. Thisform could add to the excitement as well
as introduce cooperation and de-empbasisethe competitio n issue (Fields. 1987). It could also
involve guidance from the teacher involved and serve to stress the importance of teacher
intervention. But by far the most innovative strategy involves a mentorship program,
involvin g local scientists, giving students a chance to investigat e "a wide variety oCtopics
under the guidance of interested community members " (DeBruin, Bceuner, F1askramp and
Sigler, p.20, 1993). In thiscase the variety is chosen by the researchers, yet the student has
the finalchoice of whichproject to do from that variety . Alternati ve method s of project idea
generation change depending on the situations at hand,yet these methods seem to beamong
the most effective .
One thingthatismissing from most ifnot all of these anicles is discussion of research
on wherestudents believe theirideas come from. This epitomizes the problems with most of
the literature dealing with science fairs. The literature mainly co nsists of hypothetical help
man uals dealing with theories of learning yet comaining very little in the way of research
results. Student:comments found on this study's questionnaire show tha t the idea process is
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DOt as easy or dear IS was oriPJalIy tbougbr.. Some studems were unclear as to cxaetfybow
they finally came up with their ideas. In several case more than o ne sccrce wu fisted,
poSSIbly showing that ideas were discarded and new sources used.or that the original idea
wasmodifiedby the secondsource. In Scir:oce andOtiIdren (Sebeck, Goergen, Loftus. and
l.arison. l97 6), studett:s wen: gMn a dwx:e to writeon rheirexperience. These students also
found they<:banged theirproject's focus. that difficulty in obtaining information and materials
changed topics,and that inevitabl y their interests, or suggestions from parents decided what
they would do. All four ofthc::sechildren attend ed the district fair (Scheck, Go ergen. Loftus,
and l.arison,1 976). Thequestio n of bow and where studenu do their research is the next area
ofdiscussion
R.esqrch Meth ods and Concqns
Thissection iINolvesthe discussion oftbe variousresearch methodsusedby srudents
Wbctber the projea isexperimemal or~ they aUrequire a subswttia.I amount
of research Researchfor the purposesofscience fair proj ects can encompass library WOR:
(Galen, 1993) , textbook searches (Foster, 1993) , teacher questioning (Galen 1993 ; Puskin.
19 87), parental involvement (whether intended or not) (Burtch. 1983), magazine. and AV
materials (Foster, 1993). Other materials to investigate are : "encyclo paedi as., dictionari es.
biographical dictionaries, atlases, pam phlets, reco rds, newspaper files. maps, bibliogra phies,
library cardcatalogues.,audio and video reco rdin gs. almanacs. text books. gra phs. brochures,
magazinesand professional joumals, histo rical stories, photographs and art, charts., magazine
index es, public documents" (Rae, p.3S-36 . 1985). In filet almo st anywh ere tha t coul d have
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any infonnation in the student's topic is a potentially useful place. Asimov and
Fredericks(I990) CODaJr. making varied 5UggestiOns for doing research outside the school
library . Theyalso suggest a [I.JIJ]I;)erof individualsthat the student can talk 10 . Thissuggests
that students usc many different sources
Foster(l993) sees research in severn! stages. with "few investigations because most
answers to simple questio ns can be found in books- (p.22) . Using books or a library as a
beginning to anyresearch project is supported byGalea (1993) who finds that -local school
ID'aries aDd publicfibnrics IR thebest beginning sources of up-to-date infonnation-(p .46S).
So me advocate DOt only that the scboollibraries beused. but insist o n it. Such is thecase
with Hanscn(I 98J ), whose scic:nc:e lairscts up wor1c areas at the schoo l where all the project
work. [WSl: bedone. The reaso n is simple,"tc make sun: that students (rather than parents)
did theprojects- (Hansen,1983, p.IO). GiffordandW[)'8Ul (1992) disagree with this method
saying that this action would put some students at a disadvantage. and remove their "equal
and fAircbanccofwinniog in science fair competition" (p. I 17). They back this sta tement up
with empiricalevidence that showsthat "accessto a coIIcgc or university and resource dollan
appear to be the most important factors" (Gifford and W[}'gUl. 1992., p.lI7) for student
c:hanoc:sofwirring. A (X)QCfw;ion thal couJdreasonabI.y be drawn is that by insisting on local
research methods, the chances that the student will be competitive at higher levels are
lessened.
The fear of too much parental involvement is a realone. The question which arises
is bow mucbof thisproject is the student 's and bow much is the parent's. Pryo r and Pugh
(1987) Sdestep this problem by makingsuggestions as to bow parens can be ofassistanee,.
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and in some iDstances inviting the parents to bdp out in the classroom during the project
process. AD. oftbs serves to humanizeDOt only science edu cation but science itsd[ In fact
ODe sbouIdnot cfisootml the imponaoce of the family in helping prod uce a science fair topic.
Sittig (19 85) while rdating her personal. expericx:es with fair projects tells us &5 bow the
family had a meeting to det ermine the best way to undertake a given project idea while
refining the idea itself. "Paren tal involvement is one of the hallmarkso f every exemplary
science program- (Pryo r andPugh, p.49. 1987) . As to how much is too much, or proving
that the childaccomplished the project themseJves. Ht:Ddcnon (1983) recounts the experience
oCone student who work ed on his project with his grandfather, learnin g not only science but
important family and personal skills. Cramer (1981) actuall y suggests using the parent u a
resource person directly. and using what research and material s that ace on hand. Other
sources suggested include :
education journals..basic science texts. experimen t idea kits, trade books.TV &nd
"'""~ fOodODd soft drink bobds,d<aning....... newspaperubcI<s, ODd
-ot'ccurse-questions and ideas from studeou (Cramer . p.I S, 198 1)
Tbe:se are suggestt.d as starting pointsfor research~ ideas, leading to more specific .sources
ofinfonnation. Harrvickand Harty(l983) also see the paren ts playing an integral role in the
student's project precess, and they wrote a primer to facilitate this .
Fields ( 1987) sees "seeking information ... [as an] integral. part of the scientific
research process"(p.19) . He has a set pIanfor research. one that req uires so me foresight and
planningwork:on the part of the teacher, but also one which may offer a degree of success :
Incl ude a review of resources at some time in the planning stage . . HAve the
students review the information in the sc:hool or local library , co ntact individual s in
the conummity whohave expertise in thisarea,or write to appro priate organizations
for additionalmaterials (Field, p.19 . 1987)
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10thiscase Fieldhas encapsulatedcertain placesthatinformation can be obtained, essentially,
the bbrary, from knowledgeable people in that field. or appropriate organizations. These
would fall withinthe categories specifiedon this study 's research instrument and although
structured to some degree , leave much to the student' s own decisions .
Outside of the school there are sources that may be tapped by the student.
Researchers and research centres that are near to their homes are one such SOlUCe. Even
within this type ofassisted research there are many forms. The state of Iowa initiated the
Iowa Junior Academy ofScience (Glass, 1984) as a formalization ofthe process of student
use of available researchers . This academy helps young researchers from before project
planning rightto the state fair level and beyond . Thus a built in support group exist s to help
stud ents refine ideas, find resources and research sources, and when necessary link to the
science community . Another method of involving members of the scientific conununity as
resource persons could be a mentorship program. In Ohio, fifth grade science students are
paired with researchers from many institutions in their general area allowing them to
investigatcin a tandem with the researchers (DeBruin et al, 1992). Essentially the resource
person becomes the primary source of the research, with scheduled meetings taking place
before the fair, so that all background materials and research can be checked and validated.
Although this is an interesting method, and utilizing mentorsbips is also used by students
going from the Canada Wide Science Fair to the ISEF , a mentorship is only possible where
large institutions are readily available and where the researchers in question are willing to
participate.
Not all locales can have thiskind of support available. but each of them hasone thing
in common. a science teacher . The degree to which that teacher is trained, is interested. or
has the time will determine the success of the fair. Within Wolfe ' s (1994) Science Expo ,
materials were the students' responsibility. but he set himself up as the resource person.
Knapp (1975) in his treatment ofthe science fair in the junio r high grades, presents us with
a seriesofreseJVatioos about science fairs. Theseare common themes of why schools do not
have science fairs.. and several of them dealspecifically with the teacher.
I don't know enough science to help my children with a wide variety of projects .
(p.II)
I don't have enoughtimeto help each child witha project, collect the materials. check
on his progress. etc . (p .11)
If I conduct a science fair I won't have enough time to co ver the rest of the year's
work in science. (p.12)
These problems must be worked out in eachindividualclass. These selfsame arguments are
probably being used in Newfoundland every year. The importance o f teachers as a primary
resource in the science fair project development cannot be overstated. The enthusiasm with
which a teacher extubits the plans for a science fair will determine the enthusiasm with which
their students participate (Daab, 1988).
Therealmof the aetual experiment is the next area of inquiry. At this point, the use
of the teacher as a resource becom es paramount . Pushkin (1987), Galen (1993), Foster
(1983), Stedman (1975) , Rivard ( 1989), Wmicur (1989) and Hansen ( 19 83) all expound on
the importance of teacher/facilitator involvement in the experimentation process . Pushkin
(1987) sees tbeteacher as a guide,which ismuchthe same as Galen (1993) sees them. Foster
(1983) views teacher involvement as helping "children develop ways of finding out what
"
makes things happen, and what will happenif .. . .. (p.22). Science as an activity is an
important concept thatstudents must understand ifthey are to be successful in their projects
and Stedman (1975) sees teachers as the main focus of understanding. In Hansen 's (1983)
mode l the students have only the school as a resource. and in this case teachers become
integral to the process . Hudson (1994), sees the teacher active even when students are
designing their own investigation:
Allowing pupils to design their own investigations will offer opportunities fo r them
to develop many cognitive skills . It is imponant that pupils unfamiliar with this
approach are offered support an d guidan ce . Pupils will draw 00 previous
experience and knowledgeto help them carry out investigations . (Hudson, p.lOO,
1994)
Rivard (1989) has his teachers active throughout the entire project process , from idea to
question to experiment, while Wmicur (1989) needs a facilitato r if her thematic ap proach is
to have merit. The amount of this involvement determines where on the spectrum the
research will filll ClearlyinHudson's ( 1994) and Rivard's (1989) cases there is less structure
involved while Hansen (1983) and Foster (1983) have their teachers introducing more
structure to the research taking place. This treatment shows that the amount ofstructure is
depend ent on theteacher, how, when, where and why a teacher intervenes or contributes to
a student's science fair project determines the amount of structure invo lved .
Essentially, research for background material in any science fair project, be it
experimental,innovative or just purdy non-ecperimenta1,must bedo ne somewhere. It is how
thematerial that is obtainedfrom these sources is used that determines whether a project is
non-experimental or not . Library, textboo k, AV materials. magazines and mentoring are all
aspects of a successful science fair experience. as long as what tak es place is like doing
science. McBurney (1978), Fredrickson and Mikkelson (1979), and Stedman (1975) all
concur on this point. The process taking place for the project must be like doing scienc e;
getting background materials, up-to-date infonnation, seeing if other experiments have
already been done (Galen. 1993), using resources to help design experiments, and define
variables are whatscience researchers do in the course of their experimenting. In these cases
certainaspects of the research end up being quite structured, while the research itself may be
entirely studem-directed. This leaves us with the fact that all aspects ofresearch, from non-
experimenta.Itype to the innovation, are important to the student understanding ofwhat it is
to do science .
Other Important [ssues
Mandatory versuS Voluntary Involvement
Another difficult question dealing with the science fair is the question ofmandatory
versus voluntary involvement . Dlinois ' State Board of Education teachers' handbook on
science fairsgoes to some length to present both sides of this argument. Their arguments are
encapsulated on the next page.
There isno consensus as to which of the two types are the best within the literature,
but Riggins (1985a) does go on to support his favourite. He sees the mandatory fair as the
best, with all students involved and with similar expectations, he believes that this will
generate more peer interaction and possibly encourage some students to deepen their
involvement in science (Riggins, 1985a).
Vo lun tary Parti cipation
easiest
snell numbers
positive student-teache r interactions •
few parental co mplaints
positive attitudes during fair
no management problems
=
overall success of the fair may suffer
need to promo te
lackof student involvement
lack of other teacher involvement
lack of administration involvement
possible lack of parental involvement
Mandatory Participation
I'RQS
whole school involvement
aDcons can be overcome with good
planning
coss
management problems
location
judges
parental complaints
too much parental involvement
poor student -teacher interaction time
(Riggins. 1985a)
Locally,a number of examples on both sidescf'tbis argument have been seen. When the Bell
Island Science fair began in 1993. all stu dents from the school were required to participate .
This resulted in more than 70 projects and 140 participant and a fair that the whole
community became involved in. This mandatory involvement continues to this day and the
faircorrtinues to grow. AI:Holy Heart in St. John 's the fair was mandatory for the Advanced
Placement Students only, and thisresulted in morethanonehundredprojects. It alsoresulted
in a silver medal at the ISEF in Hamilton, and four CWSF medals (YSF . 1993- 1995) . This
year the fair was changed to voluntary because of heavily committed advanced placement
students (some were doing three or more of these college level credits) and a lack.of
ent husiasm on the part oftbe teachin g staff No ne ofthe students wen t to the CWSF this
year (ENSFC, 1996). It is also difficul t to argue with participation num bers such as the
Murch Scieoce Fair whicbincluded 116 projects and 350 students, and one ofthe reaso ns is
that the principal required projects from the 50 graduating sixth graders (Fort, 1985). Fait
..
(1985) goes on to describe the exceptional planning and forethought that went into this
successful venture showing the need for a science fair oriented staff. Clearly the resolution
of this issue must be accomplished within each schoo l depending on each set of
cirtumstanoes. Theentire matter is dependent on goals and on teacher commitment. Yet to
follow the spiritof the curriculum guides rather than the lett er, a science project should be
undertaken in every science course. andmandatory participation in a science fair is the best
choice.
Fairs OT no Fain?
Thelastarea of contention for discussion does not have anything to do with ideas or
research. butthe question ofwbether a fair is the proper medium in which to display student
work. The competitiveness of the fair may undermine its purpose., that oC"deveioping a
deeper appreciation and understanding of scienceby the participants" (Stedman, 1975, p.22) .
Cooperation amongst students in a fair setting is almost nonexistent. even though Stedman
(1975), Wmicur (1989), Palrly (1971), McBwney ( 1978). and Burtch(1983) stipulate that
students working together are an important part of understanding science. More and more
noncompetitive showcasenights (Scamati et at., 1992) and science congresses (Paldy, 1971)
are sproutingup to remove the competitiveness of the fair, and the resultant pressure on the
student. Whether these are the future replaceme nts of the science fair is not the issue but
rather if they meet the needs of the students participating as well as a competitive fair.
Liebermann(1988) sees thecompetition and recognition as a large pan of the motivation for
students doing science fair projects but Burtch (1983) offers much evidence to support the
"
claim thatnoocompetirive &in may be as effective, or more effective, than their contentious
counterparts. Streog (1966) sees fain in the demeutary school being quite differeD! from
those in the uppergrades. E".sstnriaIfy the judging pn:x:cu in the elementary grades should DOt
be used as a grade or prize comparator but rather as a coaching type of experience .
Cooduding this argument is quite easy. for the versatili ty a Cme science fair, a rthe science
expo, or the sceece showcase will solve most of the problems. Essentially a schoo l science
fair can beadapted to penni t any stud ent who has done a project to participate, even to the
po int of arranging it as an exhibition for the school day (Rao. 1985).
The area of study in this thesis deals with relating student sources of ideas and
research to theootcomes oftbe sciencefair. There wasDOliterature available that deaJt with
an experimental apprtlllCb to studying these questions . Geoera1ly the science fair literature
is a promotion of the fair, establishing that it can prove to be an excdlent educational
experience and meet many goals in science education. Using Wellington's Topo logy, as a
studemprogressestmIugh the schoolsystem their science fair experience will change . They
shouJd start near the teacher-led part of the spectrum dealing with questions with distinct
answers, and a directedstructured approach. This wouldbe the non-experimental project
years of "coo kbook science," where the theme of the fair is as important as the project s
thcmseives. Thestudent over timewill move along the various spectrums, until with minimal
teacher intervention (expect this to be all at the beginning), they are attempting to answer
broad questioasaboutthe world aroundthem,foDowing theirown interests on their own time
mtheir own way. This concludes the literature review .
Chap ter)
Design ofthe Study
Tbisstudyconsists oftwo distinct piecesofresean:h. a.survey and a test of reliability .
The!UrVe)' seaion attempts to ddinea!e wbcre top adDaas at the sciencef3:irget their ideas
and do tbcir resc:arch. Top acbievas,fortbc:purposesoftbis thesis, are all those who receive
a medal as a sign of their standing. Medals are awarded to students attaining higher than
seventyout of a possible one hundred on a jud ging sheet (wells. 1996b). The second part
ofthestudyconsists of a test of reliability of science fair judging. The SLU'Vey datacollected
will becompared to the final standings in the fair which in turn are reliant on the judging
process . The test ofjudging reliability is to insure that this aspect of the data Wll5 reliable .
Thesurveypilot study insuredthat the other" aspect of the data.namelythe surveyand the
resulu from it, were also reliab le . A furtherdiscussion of the methods used for the test of
judgingrcIiabilityis found in the next section. The remainder of this section is devoted to the
survey sectio n of the study .
SllJ'm' Sites and Scheduling
The survey was administered on threeoccasions. The first was a full pilot study
conducted at a local schoolfair to fine tunc the instru ment s and insure the possibility ofvalid
results in the main study. The pilot study site was chosen for expediency. Holy Heart of
Mary HighSchoolis the largest schoolin Newfoundland. providing the possibility of ample
test sU:ljects at thefair. Also this researcher hasbeenemployed at that schoolfor two years
"
and is familiar with the structure of that local fair as well as most of the participants. Any
large school holdinga &ir would have been sufficient. The second administering took place
at the Eastern Newfoun dland Regional Science Fair. This fair, hel.d in St . John 's each year.
brings close to threehundred students together from various schools on and aroun d the
Avalon Peninsula. This was done for practical reasons . Since all the student participants
were present during the judging proces s this proved thebest time to administer. In some
cases there was a long wait before judging. giving the students ample time to complete the
questionnaires. A third administering of'the survey was undertaken at the following year 's
sciencefair. Any regiona16Ur in Newfoundlandand Labrador would have been sufficient for
the administeringof the questionnaire.
A questionnaire was used to obtain as much information as possible within the time
frame available. An of the itemsfoundon the student questionnaires were either chosen from
tbe litera ture or obtained through infonnal con versations with teachers and students. The
survey was alsoreviewedby an educator with extensiveexperience in the science fair area.
TheidentitiesaCthestudents remained anonymous with their project numbers being used as
the onlyideotifi.er. These nwnbers were compared with placement results from the ENSFC
to determine each participant ' s final standing.
The Survey Pilot
Thepilotof thesurveywaswx:Iertaken at HolyHeartof Mary High School at the time
"
of their annual fair. Some sixty partici pants were present, along with twenty judges. The
purpose of the pilot was to finetune the instruments and to present a test of reliabilityfor the
surveys. The finetuningwas accomplish ed thr ough informal consultation with students who
had co mpleted the survey and in some cases as they were comp leting the survey . Their
suggestions, such as increasing the nwnber of choices and leaving a spacefor other sources
that were not present, were incorporated into the final design of the survey. A test of
reliabilityof thissurveyinstrumentwas possible through those students attending the regional
fair from Holy Heart . Annuallythis school sends ten projects to the regional fair and these
ten projects' participants have served as a test -retest fonn of reliability. Comparisons were
made between major answers given from the first administration to the second. The survey
had changed between administrations as a result of the feedback discussed above, and thus
aspects whichweredissimilacwere ignored in these comparisons. In this particular case test-
retest seemed the logical choice . Test-retests orUristype are an excellent fonn of stability
testing(McMillan. 1992). and help insuretbat the reliability aftbe instrume nt is sufficient . As
reliabilityis"the degreeto whicha measure is consistentin producing the same readings when
measuringthe samethings" (Slavin, 1984), it seems logical that all other things being equal,
test -retest are the bestmeasures to use . It wascost-eflicient, as access was availab le to the
students at their localfuiras wellas at the regio nal fair. The information gathered was useful
and reaso nably valid consid ering tha t there wasa two- week time lag between testing, the
same peo ple were used in both cases, and only those questions that were present on both
forms were compared
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The Survey _ Al the Fair
The5lJfVCY was handedout to each studeol project area. Only one studen t in each
project area wasasked to participate. This resultedin some two hundred questionnaires., •
A) allowed a variety of questions to be addressed whichis summarized below.
Why do c:c:rtain students do well at science fain? - Central Question
15the final standing of students a resultof
where students get their ideas?
where studen ts do their researc h?
the student's age level?
the student's category?
the student's project type?
the amount of teacher intervention?
the student's accessibility to the Internet?
a n.araIIwban livingenvironment?
Themajorquestionto be investigated iswhy do cenaiDstudenls do well at science fairs. With
theother data collected from the surveys.,all of the available factors will be used to help in
the determination oca poSSIble answer to the central question.
Judging Validity and Reliability
The basisoftbe researcb question discussed in the previous sectio n are the standings
from the Eastern Newfoundland Science Fair. These standings of course depend on the
reliability and validity of the judging process to beaccurate and useful in a research sense.
Thus a study is included into thesequestions to ensure thai: the main conclusions will be valid.
In order to get a clearer picture of judging reliability, a description of what the judging
processearaiIs isoecessary, Thejudgingprocess in schools on the Avalon andat the Eastern
Newfound1aod Regional Fairare similar. differing mostly iDscope. Therefore the discussion
"
ofone processwill apply to both contexts. Judges are chosen on the basis oftheir scientific
knowledge.althougb in smaUerareas they are sometimes chosen for their prominence in the
co mmunity . A case in point ofthis is the use of mayors in many smalltowns. In most of
those cases themayor hasno scientificbackground. Most schoolfairs will have no more than
two judges in a judginggroup. The Bell Island Fair. The Holy Heart Fair , and several junior
high fairsace examples ofthis from the first bandknowledge ofthe researcher. Most local
fairsin fact bavetrouble acquiring judges, and sometimes resort to using internal examiners .
Thisis not the case at the regional fair, where judges are taken from all walks of life. There
are still only three judges to a group at this level
Once chosen, judges attend a judge's meeting which is held before the fair. At the
school level this meetingusually takes place on the day of the fair and involv es a cursory
overview ofthe fonnsaIKI whaJ: entailsa good project. The Eastern Newfoundl and Regional
Fair hasa more in depth process. The judging meeting takes place several days before the
fair . At this meetiDg judges are assigned their respective duties and given stud ent-written
abstracts, calledsummaries. describing each project they will judg e. An in-depth overview
ofthe fonn and what entails a goodproject is also included. This prepares eachjudging team
for the projects they are going to view in the next few days.
There are threetypes ofjudging forms used at the Eastern Newfoundland Regional
Science Fair, one for experimental type projects, one for innovations and one for studies. The
same is true for some of the local fairs . In the local case, the teacher is responsible for
determining what "type" the project will fall into . At the EasternRegional, stud ents usually
are responsible for determining their own project type, but thatdetermination is evalua ted by
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members oftbe governing council before the fair, to ensure it is correct. No matter which
type ofform. is used. a judging form includes five parts, each dealing with different aspects
of the evaluation. The first part is the only part that changeswith the type of project. It is
alwaysworthfcrty-five marksout of the totalone hundred,and deals with scientific thought.
Four levelsoflhis thought are identified and explainedon the form.. These explanationsare
different for each type of project available, defining each level in terms of experimental,
innovative or study types of projects. Within each level there are ten extra discretionary
marks to beawarded to projects that fall closer to one level than the next . The second part
of the form, worth twenty-fiv e marks, deals with originality and creativity. This evaluation
consists offive statements with a five-point Likert scale after each. As is the case with all
parts of this form. how much the judge thinks the project adheres to each statement
detennines the markawardedon the likert scale . The next two parts. worth ten markseach,
deal with skilland dramatic value. Each consists of four statements with two or three:point
likert scales . The final part, also worth ten marks, deals with the project summary . The
projectsummaryisthatsectionof the project passed in with the registration form.that allows
the judges a chance to preview each of the projects they are going to judge. This section
consists offive statements with one, two. and three point likert scales .
On the day of the fair, judges begin their judging by viewing the projects in the
a.bsenceofstUdents. Thisusually takes one to two hours. At local fairs this is very cursory ,
and quite brief. Once thisiscompleted, the students are permittedback into the fair site and
thejudginginterview takes place. Most judgingteams will judge no more than seven to eight
projects . This allows approximately fifteen minutes per project site. A large proportion of
this time isused by thejudgesin asking questions of the science fair participant. Through this
questioning, the preexamination, and the abstract thejudges can ascertain what marksthey
thinkthe studemdeserves in each of the five categories ofjudging. The remainder oCthetime
at each site is utilized completing judging forms and tabulating marks. After all thcjudgcs'
assigned projects arc completed, they move to the judge's conference room to compare
marks and general standings. At the local fair this process is usually undertaken by the fair
conveners. A1theregionalfairthejudge's discusstheprojectsthey have rated and by the end
ofthe judging process have reached a consensus about the best projects in each category.
This describes the process as it now exists andbecause cfthis, the test of reliability
of science fair judging is the most difficult treatment mathematically because of the small
nueber crrarerswithin a particular group ofjudges. Any reliability test depending on large
numbers of participants will not be possible.
When evaluating reliability coefficients, it is necessary to examine the description of
the manner in whichthey are obtained . We will obviously have more confidence in
a reliability coefficient obtained from 200 students that we will from one computed
on 30 students . (McDaniel, p.SS.1994)
As well, not all the projects are judged a second time. andthose that are. are usually among
the highest achievers withinthe first judging. Finally. in an effort for consistency. all the
forms usedby judges must bethesame. An example of the judging form is found in appendix
B. It should be noted thatthis form is nearly identical to the form used at the Canada Wide
Science Fair and that the Eastern Newfoundland Science Fair Council has adopted this form
as their official one. This was done for several reasons . Firstly there is some effort foe
consistency between the National Fair and the Regionals. Secondly a standardized form
ensures that all judging results will becomparable. Thirdlythe original design of this fono
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was felt to be sound and preferred by judg es to more detailed forms. Fmally, and perhaps
most imponant, the form reflects what peop le think is valuable in science fairs. With all
judgingforms the same,smallIJJlllbersofparticipants to test.and the lack of a formal second
judging. suchcommon estimatesof reliabilityas the Kuder-RichardsonMethod, the Split Half
Method. the Test-Retest Method and the Alternate-Form Method (Oosterhot: 1994) cannot
be used to estimate the reliability in this case . The only possible estimate is the inter-rater
method.
Oosterhof (I994) stipulates that "when students ' responses must be subjectively
scored, [a useful practice], is to involve more than one rater" (p .SO). This is the standina:
practiceofthejudging for the Eastern Newfoundland Science Fair. But this use of more than
one rater bringsinternalinconsistencies to light that might not have been seen with only one.
Such sources oferror are encapsulated below from Mehrens (p.190 . 1991).
1. The halo effect
2. Generosityerror
3. Severityeffcct
4. Central tendency error
5. Bias
6. Logical error
7. The rater's attitude
Oosterl1of(l994) describes the inter-rater methodas a way to detect the inconsistency
between more than one rater :
Basically. two or more teachers independently score eacb student 's performance and
obtain two scores for each student. The correlation coefficient is then comp uted
betweenthe teachers'scores.(p .85)
Withinthisinter-ratercomparison,aPearsoncoefficientiscalculated by using the scores from
each ofthe judges, in each oftbe sections. Judging groups will beselected at random, and
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will be followed through all the projects that they rate . To be able to estimate a high
reliability for the judging process, a high correlation between the individual judges in each
group is necessary.
Theintentionisnot to prove that this form of judging is unreliable. but to ensure that
it is the most reliable system availableand in tum, that the results of the fair are also reliable.
The population base of this area may make it unreasonable to change the process. An
example ofajudging processthatwouldbe easierto proveas reliable from available literature
such as Oosterhof(l994), (McMillan, 1992), and (Slavin, 1984) , would involve multiple
rat ings of the same projects by different judging groups. It would also involve a more
rigorous statistical analysis to downpla y any inter-rater unreliability. A scenario for this
proce ss would involve, judging groups of five judges, numerous enough groups to judge
every project twice, the use ofstatistics for results withina judging group to determine the
standarddeviation and then dismissany score either one deviation higher or one lower. and
the use different judging fonns for reliability testing. Although this solu tion does not
guarantee reliability , it would allow more rigorous reliability testing. but introduces another
problem. For a fair of two hundred projects withinthe time frame currentl y worked under,
the nwnber of judges required would be in excess of two hundred and fifty . The only other
option available would be to extend the fair length, but at the current numbe r ofjudges
(approximately forty-five) this new opti on would lake approximately 675 minutes or eleven
hours ofjudging. Neither oftbese two options is realistic nor implementable.
Along with the inter-ra ter calculatio n ofcorrelation and estimate of reliability there
is also a needfor some estimate of validity if thisreliability is 10 have any meaning . There are
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at least two kindsof validity involved here. One is validity in the constru ct sense . The key
question with thistype of validity involvesthe intellectual coherence of the judging form. The
form used by the Eastern Newfoundlan d Science Fair is strongly based on the form used at
the Canada WideScienceFair. It hasthe same categories, the same mark we ighting, and the
same basic structure . It is in fact the form used at the Canada Wide Science Fair in 1989.
That judging fonn was constructed by the judging committ ee of the CanadaWide Science
Fair. It hasbeen modifiedeve-the years ofits use by various expert s in the science fair area,
name ly the chief judges at the annual Canada Wide Fair. In this sense the form is well
validated.
The second form.ofvaIidity to be discussed., is validity in the pred ictive sense. An
estimate of this type of validity can be obtainedby co mparing the regional judgin g to that of
the narionaJ. fair. This would includea comparison of the regional judging with respect to the
judging of the other regions in Cana da and the national fair itself In all cases those who
attend the Canada WideScience Fair are the top projects in eachof the regions . Thus when
this region 's projects compete against other regions ' , a comparison betwee n their judging
is automaticallyobtained . As well.in tenus ofvalidity. how much the national judges agree
with Eastern Newfoundland's is a test o f the predictive validity . The conclusion from this is
that ifEastem Newfoundland ' s project s do as well as or better than other regions. then this
region's judging should be valid in the predicti ve sense. It must be noted that formal
predicti ve validity assumes reliability and cannot be numerically larger than the reliability
Data Analysis and Reponing
Within this context, the process of daLa analysis and repo rting is quite simple. The
most difficult and ther"efore the most controversial part of the process is the gencnlizing of
amweB. When an ClpeD-CDit:d question sucb as this is used on a questi onnaire., students have
thetnedom to use a wide range o f languag e to essenti&.l.Iy desaibe the samethings. To aid
in the study oftbese~ generalcategoriesfor eachof me student 's answers are needed.
This is predetermined in the ideasource and researchsource categories, but is not necessarily
the case within why each source was chosen. The followin g generalizations were used for
those answers:
In the why certain idea source 's category -
1) easilyaccessible;
2) modified existingidea source ( whether it is a previous project, a teacher list etc .);
3) wanted projects co beoriginal ;
4) most avaiIable sources.;
5) persoear interest;
were the most oiteu wed generaJ.i.zati.OD..S These generalizations were used to describe
studcur:re:spooses that werequitesimilar. For instance, the geoera1ization of "wanted projeeu
to be original'" wasused for "l wan ted my own idea for a project " and" I wanted to use my
imagination for myprojectand becreative.n In myopinionthese are clearly the same answen
to so me degree. just expressed in different terms . In some cases where no generalization
would fit, the actual student answer waslisted . Examples of these answers are :
1) taken from a science project book in a library;
2) on the job experience;
3) parentalcareer .
OfCOUJ'Se because they weremostlysinglestud ent answers. they all tended to be statistically
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insignificant. They were usedas examp les for special circumstances.
Data Analysis was undertaken through the use-of a database program . After data
entry was completed andallgeneralizationsaccountedfor , a series of data charts was created
to ecamiee and observe certain statistical tendencies. Comparisons were made between the
majo r factors such as age, category. project type., ruraVurban, project idea source, and
research sources and the final medal standing of each group. Other comparisons that were
made, included thereasons for the use of certain ideas , and resear ch sources themseJves. All
ofthese comparisons were do ne in gra phical form with the percentage included in all cases.
Thepwpose of the former comparisons wasto see ifany of those factors had an effecton the
overall standing of the student. The purposeof the latter comparisons was to see why certain
students used certainsources. The intent is to contrast the two sets of co mparisons and from
thisdeterminethe most usefulpathway for improving student achievement and learningat the
science fair.
The co rrelational coefficients compare the resul ts from judg es that have judged the
same project. Copies of the official judging fonn are found in appendix B. As can be seen
from this form, there are several areas that can be used for comparison. A total of eight
judging groups were selected for this treatment constituting close to 20% of the judges as a
whole . Theywereselected randoml y on the basisofproject number with that number being
obtained froma random number generator. Once selected, each judgin g group wastracked
thro ugh all the projects that they had judged . This allowed for average correlational
coefficients to be calculated for each particular judging gro up. Within the form all the
categories of jud ging would becompared for each project number . Currently there are five
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parts to tbejudging form. with two oftbose parts having five subsections and two oftbem
havingfoursubsections. It was decided tha1 the inter-rater calculation would bebased 00 the
marksfor each judging subsection. This should allow a fair estimation of the correlational
coefficientand insurethat the calculations are reasonably COrrect. The correlation raw data
is found in appendixD.
Chapter 4
Data Analysis
The previous chapter set down the process that wasundertaken to acquir e the da1a
forthis study . Wrthin this chapter we will loo k at the results of the surveys. the calaJJation
of rdiabilityfor the jucIgins process, and theestablishmentof validity for the jud ging process.
Results ofthe Surv eys
Of the two hundred surveys handedout at the 1996 Eastern Newfoundl and Science
Fair, one hundred thirty threewere returned with their permissions completed . In 1997, an
additio nal two hundred 5W"Vey! were distnbuted, of which only fifty-six were returned . All
of the informationwasentered into a database anda seriesofsummary chartswere created.
Thosedwts and the information they represent are found on the fonowing pages. The data
collected from the two different yearswas subjected to a t -test, to insure that no statistical
differeoc:e betweenthe two data sets existed. 1bere was no statistical difference found, at the
pz().IO bel, either in the idea sources or the research sources. This allowed the da1ato be
combined in one set .
lbere are a numberof issues that were raised in the literature that can bedealt with
from lhisstudy . Thoseinclude listsand texts as idea so urces, parental involvement, and non-
expe rimental projects versus experimental proj ects. Other questions were raised in the
previous chapter as aimsofthis research. A reproductio n ofthose aims is foun d on the page
below:
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Whydo certain students do well at science fairs? - Central Question
Is the finalstanding of students a result of
where stude nts get their ideas?
where stude nts do their research?
the student ' s age level?
the student 's category?
the student' s projec t type?
the amount of teacher intervention ?
the student ' s accessibility to the Internet?
a rural/urban living environment ?
All of these questions will be addressed in the following pages.
The first set of charts to be examined deals with idea sources The questio n of where
students get their ideas is important to the central question of the thesis. The first chart deals
with the breakdown of the entire fair group , while the second chart deals with only the idea
sources of the medal winners. A key to the individual abbreviations is found after the charts
themse lves
Non-medalist Idea Sources
n = 143
Figure 2
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Meda l Winne r Idea So urces
n - 4 6
Figu re 3
Abbreviations:
texts = textbooks; tv = television; Int = Internet; jo urn = scientific jo urnals; par = parents ;
prev = previous project ; self ::;;: self creation; sma gs = science magazines; teach = teac her
sources
These graphs show the relative differences between the medal winners and the fair
gro up asa whole. The size of the general fair grou p was 189, with the non-medalists at 143,
whilethe size of the medal winner 's gro up was 46 . These of course were the students who
answered the questionnai re. The two main areas of usage here are self creat ion (self) and
textbooks (texts). Takingthe percentage value of self generation and textbooks directly a X2
compariso n of these areas show no significant difference to p=O.7967. Self-creation and
textbooks then do not play a statistically significant larger part in the idea generation of the
medal winners than of the regular fair group. That does not make these results less
educationally significant, but does make any differences seem to be caused by chance.
Increases in the percentages of self creation and textbook use are the only visible signs of
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differences . Most ofthe otherpercentages including the Intern et , television. teacher sources,
science magazines. and previous projects sections were almost identical. Some differences
were noted withinthe other section and the pare ntal sources sect ion but becau se of the small
per centages involved they were deemed insignificant from a pra ctical as we ll as statistical
point ofview .
TIlenext chartsexamine the reaso ns why students use these two sources o f textbooks
and self creation most often . This wasexamined from the gro up of students who named self-
creation andtextbooks as theirmostused source for ideageneration and once again separated
along the linesof medalwinners andnon-medal winners. This differsfromthe previouschart
as beingan examination ofdifferences ofstudents within a particular area of idea genera tion.
The self-creation group consistedof 58 participantstotal, 17 medalwinnersand 41 non-medal
winners . The textbook group consisted of52 participant s to tal, 13 medal winners and 39 non-
med al winners. Similar answers were grouped when possib le .
Why Self as Idea So urce
Med.IW innersn -17
Figure 4
Within the self generation area amongst medal winners , wanting their project to be
original is the most prevalent reason for coming up with their own ideas . As could be
expected, ease was not an important factor for these students. Most would consider self-
generation ofproject ideas to be quite difficult. Within the non-medalist group wanting the
Figure 5
project to be original was also the most prevalent, but not to the degree that it was in the
previous chart . In fact the difference in this prevale nce was significant to the p=O.OOI level
Within the areaof texts as source much the same results manifest th emselves. As seen
below, ease of access is the most prevalent on first inspection, but modi fication of either
experiments or the source itself when tak en together act ually are the higher percentage.
These two categories were quite close in intentio n and meaning, leading to approximately 46
percent ofmedal winning students choosingmodification while only 30 percent opted for ease
of access .
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WhyTestsUsedasSOU'CC
Mc:dalWinnersn-13
ModifJCdanellistinge:t;perim(23.(lI"/O)
Most availablesource(IS38"/o)
Figure 6
The chart dealing with why texts were used as the main source for the non-medal winner
gro up show some differences. The ease of access is clear ly the most prevalent even when
combining other categories is considered . A statistical analysis shows that this difference is
significant to the p=O.Ol41evel.
\\by T_ LsedasSouce
!'bHrI.'daJ. WJrD:nn=39
blood base of deasavailHbl(2 5.'Wo
Figure 7
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The next charts deal specifically with the area of research . The first chart concerns
the non-medalists with 143 surveyed, the second the medal winners of the fair with 46 .
N on -med alist Re se ar ch S o urc es
n - 14 3
Figure 8
Abbreviations:
slab =school laboratory; slib = schoo l library; teaeh e teacher sources; plib :::: public library
ulab =university laboratory; ulib = university library; Inl '" Internet; par = parental sources
Medal W inner' s Re search Sourc e
0 : 46
Figure 9
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The school library and public library were clearly the most predominant in the first
chart . Other important areas to note include the use of the Internet at 14.29%. parental
sources at 12.70%. andthe university library at 7.41%. Thesewould fonn the most important
sources o f research given the number s of students involved in this study.
Within the medal winners chart. school and public libraries are predominant once
again and in factare of higherpercentage value than the previou s chart . A direct comparison
of these four values using Xl yielded a JFO.8660 , clear ly statistical ly insignificant. Even
witho ut stat istical significance , and taking each section separate ly the libraries, bot h schoo l
(slib) and public (plib) playa large role in the research undertaken by these students. To
study these large roles, analyses of the reason s behind student use of these sources are
necessary. The next charts deal specifically with this area . The chart s are broken down along
medal winnerandnon-medal winnerlineswith the number surveyed for school librarie s at SO
and for public libraries 34.
Wh y Sc hoo l Libraries Use d as Sour ce
NOD-III"da IW iDDua .. - 37
Figure 10
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Why Sch ool Librarie s Us ed a s So urce
MedalW inners n oon
Figure II
The predominant factor in both these cases is clearly the ease of access for their
research sources rather than any othe r reason . Although a lower percenta ge was present in
the previous chart, it was not found statistically significant to the p=O.10 level using a Xl.
Why Public Libra ries Used as Source
Non-medal Winn ers 0=25
varie ty and up t~ date resell (4.00%)l
many sources used no prun
'v cesy access to infonna tion (92.00%)
Figure 12
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Why Pub bc Libraries U sed as Source
Mcd .IWinnc n o - 9
I.- c u y ' CCCIl IO inform.l ion {88 .89 % )
Figure 13
Eas e of access to information was the majority answer in the public library chart as well.
Once again,all remaining answers consisted of a single answer in each category. A summary
of both these charts show that students are looking for the easiest route to doing their
research . There was no statistical significance present in their differences .
Our next area of study involves thestudent's age level. Two chartsshown on the next
page were developed to deal withthis area the first for non-medalists at 143 participan ts and
the second for medalwinners at 46. In this particular case stude nt age level is determ ined by
their jud ging level. Junior Gun) is defined as students in grades seven and eight , roughly
betw een the ages of twelve andfourt een . Intermediat e (inter) is defined as stude nts in gra des
nine and ten, roughly between the ages of fourteen and sixteen . Senior (sen) is defined as
students in grades eleven and twelve. roughly between the ages of sixteen and eighteen .
There was no statistical significance to these results as X2 was less than I with a p value
greater than0.3. An interesting result of this part of the study shows that a higher percentage
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of seniors and intermediates win medals than the juniors This result lends credence to the
fear that the quality and high standing of the Eastern Newfoundland Science Fair may be
falling because ofa decrease in the number of senior part icipants.
N on-m edalist Ag e L e v el
a - 143
Figure 14
Medal Winner s by A g e
n = 4 6
j u n ( 4 1 .30%)--'
Figure 15
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Next on our list of issues to exp lore is the category of the individual projects. Once
again the firstchart deals with non-medalists at 143 and the second with medal winners at 46 .
The categories are Phys ical Science (ps), Life Science (Is), Engineering (e), and Com puter
Science (e) .
N o n - me d a lis t Category
n - ] 4 3
p 5 (39. 86 "1i)
Figure 16
M eda t Win n e rs b y Catego ry
n - 4 6
p s (41. 3 0 -;. )
Figure 17
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The values are almost ident ical yielding a X2 result of less than 0 .1 with a p value close to I.
There is no statistical significance in thei r difference s.
The next charts deal with the issue of project type. It is in this area that 0 0 0-
experimental versus experimentalproject types will be examined . The three types o f projects
are experimental (e), innovation (i) , and study (5) . The latter two are by definition 000-
experimental types of projects . The first chart deals with the non-medalists at 143 and the
seco nd with medal winners at 46
N o n -m e d alis t P rojec t Ty pe
8 - 14 )
Figure 18
The chartsshow quite clearlythat the predominatetype of project is experimental. The study
did not focus on this area so no reason is available but a speculati on is that the normal science
teacher would be lookin g for something dealing specifically with the scientific method . As
well many students seem to lean in this direction. A r: yielded no significant difference
between the two groups with a value less than I and p greater than 0 .6. No obvio us
discrimination towards non-e xperimental project s is present.
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M ed a l Winner s by P roject T ype
0 -46
Figure 19
The next set of charts examines whether students' acces sibility to the Internet plays
a role in their finalstanding at the science fair. There are several areas being looked at in this
section. The first is the comparison between non-medalists and medal winnerswith regards
to accessibility.
Medalists b y Int ernet A va ilab ility
0 -46
y y ( 4 1.3 0%)
Abbreviations
- y 0 ( 21. 74 "10)
n y (23.9 1% )
Figure 20
yy= Internet available at schoo l and home, yn=lntemet available at school not home
ny=Intemet available at home not school ; nnvl ntemet not available at school or home
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Internet Availability No n-medalists
School/ Ho me 0 - 143
Figure 21
A X2 comparison of the categories yielded a p value of greate r than 0.20 showing that the
differences shown were statistically insignificant. The small amount of difference shown,
especially amongst those who had no access to the Internet is also practically insignificant.
The next chart is a comparison of idea sources between the two years of the study.
199 6 Idea Source Breakdown
0 -133
Figure 22
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1997 Idea Source Breakdown
0 - 56
Figur e 23
Abbreviations:
ulib =university library; Int = Internet ; par = parental sou rces; plib = public library; sla b =
school laboratory; slib = school library; teac h = teacher sources; ulab = univers ity laboratory
Within this breakdown, there is little change between years . A "t calculated for these two
groups yielded a p value greater than 0.60 showing no significant difference found. Without
statistical significance there can stillbe practical significance. The point of interest within the
firstchart is the Internet value which stands at 4.51% . The next year' s chart, shown below
the 1996 chart, reveals a marked increase in percentage of Internet usage . That increase was
to 10.71% in 1997. A Xl test of this difference showed that this was not significant to a p
value of0.25 , but considering other evidence , such as the increase in access of the Science
Fair Homepage and the increase in availability ofInternet for students at the school level in
Newfoundland the difference may have an educat ional significance
The finalcharts in this section compare Internet availability between 1996 and 1997.
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Internet Availability 1996
So;:h oo VHome
Abbreviations: Figure 25
yy= Internet available at school and home, yn =Intemet available at school not home
ny=lntemet available at home not school ; nn =Intemet not available at schoo l or home
The lack of accessat eitherthe schoolor homeis almost nonexistentin the secondyear when
compared to the first. Using Xl the difference is significant at the p=O.OO4level. This may
serve to explain some of the differences observed above .
Internet Availabilil)! 1997
Sl: hooVllo mc
y / y (4 1.07%)
Figure 24
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The next charts deal specifically with the rural and urban questions within the
litera ture. Gifford and Wiygul (1992) stipulate that access to resources affect the final
standing of students . Within this study rural and urban difference s are one measure of this
access difference . A comparison of propo rtions of urban and rural medal winners to the
proportions of rural and urban partic ipants in the survey is found below .
Non -medalist s - Urban vs Rural
0=143 Ycs=Urban Ne e Rural
Figure 26
M edal Winn ers - U rba n vs Rura l
1I ~4 6 Ye s ~Urba n No -R ura l
Figure 27
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The graphs show the distinct differeece in the 6naI standingsof rural and urban studcms.
Clearly the wban students are winning medals more than three timesas often as the rural
students. These results become prob lematic when compared to the statistics for DOD-
medalists. A Xl of theseresults show significant difference between these two instances at
the p=O.05 level.. Wecannot dismiss this difference as being an aberration nor can we simply
attri bute it to a lack:of resources . It was expected that theother centres remained close
enough to the city to utilize iu tilcilities
Thefinalinfonnarion to begarnered from the SUJ"'o'ey portion of this study involves the
time studeras spmd OIl their science fairproject aDdwherethey spendit. The survey allowed
studcots towritc tbetimc tbcyspcnt al school, al home.,at the bb rary. and in other locations.
A comparisonof these times broken down by runlIIwban living environment is found in the
chart below .
Count ours School ours Home ours Librarv <>'h" otal 1_ "",,
u_ II. 294 4055.5 367.5 221.5 49]8 .5 43.32018
5.95% 82.12% 7.44% 4.490Ao
RunI 75 277.1 1624 141.1 96 .5 21l8 .7 28 .516
12.96% 75.93% 6.60% 4.5 1%
Table 1
T"unespcDla1 scbooICOIlSlitutes less tban thirteen percent of the total time spent on projects
The home is clearly the most prevalent location for student 's doing their projects. The per
student values for urbanand rural are sta tistically significant. As well the difference in the
percentage of time spent in the schoo ls was also statistically significant. The amount of
teecber intervention into a project could bedirectl y rewed to this figure and this figure will
be used as a measure of that intervention. Several of these factors may offer some
explanation of why rural students did significantly poorer thantheir urban counterparts.
Estab lishment ofRe!iability
The reliabilityof the judging was measured by the correlation betwee n the judges in
eachjudging group. If the marksof the two judges correlate highly over a series ofprojects.
then considering the aspects of inter-rater reliability which we are studying, the process
shoul d be highlyreliable.
The judging groupswereselectedat randomand followed through aUof their project
judgings. All of thesegroups were correlated on the basis of the scores they awarded on the
five main sections . Below is found the entire results table.
Resu1 Tab!earscn IS e
• I z 3 4
, 6 7 e 9 lOAvera2CS
100m 2 GrouD1 0.6147 0.976 0.902 0.95 0.949 0.92 0.98 0.8988
J '• • Gro<m' 0.9551 0.989 0.988 0.997 0.983 0.969 0.98 0,992 0.931 0.933 0.9319
J 'eGrom>3 0.9M l 0.878 0.948 0.99 0.852 0.688 0.955 0.8998
J inl!'GrouD4 0.8511 0.388 0.876 0.878 0.915 0.915 0.8040
J"" G 50.9772 0.987 0.994 0.991 0.999 0.995 0.9905
1"" G 60.9444 0.799 0.92 0.758 0.8554
1"" G 70.9703 0.999 0.991 0.992 0.909 0.991 0.983 0.88 0.978 0.983 0.9675
JwI G 8 0.9936 0.997 0.974 0 999 0.994 0.99 14
Table 1
The data shows a high correlation betw een judges in most cases. Several of the judging
grou ps had greater than 90010 correlatio n present at all times. A closer look at the tab le
shows thatsome of thegroupshadhigh correlation overall yet still hadone or two instances
oflow correlation. Although not significant overall these aberrations show tha t the judging
system needs constant monitoring to insuregood results . The corre lations as a whole were
ofhigh enoughqualityto establish thatthejudging is very stable withina judging gro up. One
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factor not dealt with in the correlation is error introduced through the judging form itsei£
The judging form introduces some problems from a correlation point of view. Part A is
marked on a scale of four, which in turn translates in a markfrom five to Cony-five. Large
markdiscrepancies are realizedfrom this design even thoughthe corre lation would still be
bigh. The alternative of awarding the entire forty-five marks based on some other criteria
introduces even furtherproblems in the process. and will lead to lack of correlation between
judges .
Another fuctoroat dealt with in the correlationinvolvesevidence that was discovered
during the tabulation of the judging scores. Although there was a highcorrelation between
judges in ajudginggroup, in someinstances there were significantdifferencesin their marks
and their decisions for final standing. lnspection of the forms showed that within some
judging teams the ratingvaried from a silver from one judge to no medal from the other. The
average mark is then taken and the project receives a bronze. What aspect afthe process,
what inherent error factor caused this discrepancy? This bassignificance from the regional
level,but becomesparamount at the local level where only onejudge per group is the norm.
If an average is taken to determine final standing at the end of the process, then a more
efficientmethodmay involvea consensus approach on certain parts of the form. Considering
the value of the first section and how it is determined, a simple way to reduce variance
introduced by the form. and by individual differences, is to obtaina consensus mark on part
A Thisshould produce an even more stable result on the judging form. The validity ofthis
stabilitywill be set in the next section.
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Establishment of Validity
Predicti ve validity in this case is begun by looking at the results of the Eastern
Newfoundland contingemsto the CanadaWide Science Fair . These resul ts must be studied,
bearing in mindone factor, thatat aIllevds the top achievers move onto the next level Each
High School sends its best to the regional. ea ch regional basas its top award the trip to the
Canada Wide, and the Youth Science Foundation sends only the best to the International
Science and Engineering Fair. Thus, being chosen to represent Canada at the ISEF is the
highest award possible at the CanadaWide Science Fair. Below is a breakdown of the
Eastern Newfoundland Regsoas standing for the last thr ee Canada Wide Science Fairs .
1994- 1995 - 1996 -
eight participants eight panicipants six participants
1 gold I gold I go ld
I silver I silver I team Canada selection
I bronze I honourable mention
I team Canad a selection 1 Mannin g Award
The res ults speak. for themselves. There was an average of at least 600 participants in the
Canada Wide Science Fair every year mentioned here (YSF. 1996). On a participant basis.
Eastern Newfoundland captured one of tw enty positions on Tearn Canada or the equivalent
for the last three yean . The region constituted less than 1.35% ot' the participants in 1994,
and captured 5% aCthe available top awards. 1995 saw much the same results. even though
there wasno Team Canada selection awarded. Eastern Newfoundland's to p participant won
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the first Manning Award ever won by a Newfoundlandel". Memben of the sdection
committee intimatedthat this same studeer Vo'OUId have beenselected as a Tearn. Canada
particpambadbenot beentoo old. Heoce it is logicalto assume that die ability to attend the
ISEF cxc:ept foragewouldstiDcoostinJte capturing. live peeea afme available top awards .
1996 saw a constituency ofless than 1% and again a capwring of5% oftbe available top
awaros.
Looking at Eastern Newfoundland as a region it only constitutes less than 1% of the
whole. therebeog berweee 100 and 108 regions. Onceagain Eastern Newfoundland winners
have captured more than their expected pcrccotage in top awards even under this co mparison .
ClearlythesercsuIts show thatEasternNewfoundland ScienceFair winnersobtainper
patticipant. a higber pcrcentage aCtbe top awards at the Canada Wide Science Fair . Taking
thisooestepfurtherthese resultssbouIdshow that theprocess that sent: these stUdentsto the
Canada Wide Fair must be valid, not only whencompared againstthe Canada WMtcFair
results.. but alsowbeo. compared iDdirectlywith the results of other regional fain aaoss
Canada.. AI thispoinl it is intcrestiDgto note thatEastern Newfoundland's participant in the
lnternational Science and Engineering Fair of 1995 won a Silver medal as part ofa Team
Canada that took proportionallymore awards bome thanany other country includingthe
United States .
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Chapt"s
Cooclusioas aDdImplications
The fourthcbaptc:rof thisstUdyprescmcdthe data toits raw andswmrwy form. This
chapter will look.at what that dataactuallymeans. and wha t mnifications this has for science
fairs., science cuniml a. and science teachers .
Summary of pat a
Tbe data as & whole alloweda glimpse into the moti vations and sources students use
in tbeirscicnce fairexperience. Addressing the central question c f'the research of'Why do
some students do well at science fairs? ' involvedmany aspects and a large amowd. of data..
Although some of the results wen:expected and genen.Uy accepted as true prior to this
research, other resultsmay serve to change the way science fairprojectsare looked at and
bow prepamioo of students is undertaken. Not unexpectedly medal winners at the fait used
se1f-genentiOD of ideas predominately. In fact the wbole fair group used thissource most
often. The unexpected result was the next most popular source for ideas, textbooks.
Tcetbooks as idea sourocs are disa1ssed in the literature as " non-science ," similarto a teacher
geoeared Ii.st, "coo kery-book science" or rot c science . That a practi cally significant number
of medalwinners wo uld utilize this source was Dot predicted.
Research sources held few surprises nor did a loo k at the effects of variables tha t
shouldrot bavedetcnnincd swdcutstanding,~ as category and age. In all these cases the
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results supported the prevailing viewpoint. Surprisingly, andcontrary to the Iiteranae., 000-
experimental projects did not seem to be duly prejudiced within the judging process. Other
findingsinvotvingtbeuseoftbe Internet and the availability ot'the Internet showed that they
hadlittle effecton the fair standings although according to the literature some of thesefactors
should have played a role
The study of rurallurban relationships at the fair revealed possible inequities and
drawbacks to coming from a rural area. Although this is somewbat unexpected given the
general proximityof the rural schools to a major center, the literature does support such a
difference. Some explanation can be found when looking at project hours and their location.
There were some interesting results showing some difference between the amount of time
spent on projects on a per stUdentbasisbetween the rural and urban group s. Although it was
expected that:less time would be spent in librariesand more at home by the rural students due
to transportation factors, this was Dot the case to a statisticall y significant level. What was
the case was that less time was spent on projects at school for urban students possibly
signifyingless teacher interventi on for that group or perhapsmorehelpat home.
The Pearson Correlation study o f judging groups yielded interesting results as well.
Some of the judging groups maintained a high correlation throughout, while others seemed
more arbitrary. Marks fluctuated wildly in some cases,with more than20 points in the
difference. nus was true even within groups with high.correlation results. More consensus
is required on certain aspects of the judgingfonn to insurethat thecorrelation between judges
is high.
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and the use of the scientific method. it could sometimes beabout thinking. reasoning. and
wodcingbeyond the work of others. Along with teaching students bow to design experiments
that are original. thereseems to be a need to teach students how to adapt existing work, to
change rote experiments, and to go beyond the expected results . Lieberman (1988) suggests
a wayto incorporatethese findingsinto everyday teaching. We use lists, textbooks. previous
experiments, and joomaIsfor sources but we cannot allow the students to replicate the work.
TheyIIlI..lStexpand.go beyond,generally inaease the body aCknowledge in the area they have
chosen. This could allow for the use ofrelatively easy methods for project idea generation
without reducing the quality of the work being produced. rather in some cases possibly
improving it. That is not to say that we limit students to these SOW"CeS, for in the end they
must undertake the project .
From a self-generation point of viewthe problem that seems inherent in our system
is the lack of experiments to which the answer is not commonly known. In my experience.
teachers will frequently teU students what it is they are expected to see . It seems to be rare
for students to be asked to modifyan experiment or suggest how it could bedone differently .
It couldbeargued thatsome students are Dotcapable of this exercise. On perusal of course
materials most of the experiments in the schools appear to this author to involve little more
thanfillingin theblanks. Even when a sb.Jdentisasked for a formal lab report the form. ofthe
reportseemsto bedictated and straying from thatform. is penalized. How then can a student
be asked to becreative on a science fair project that may bemarkedby the same teacher? Is
our aUcgianceto the set pieces of the scientific method misplaced? Are we stifling the
creativityof our studentsby asking them to conform. to this in their projects? The answer to
these two questions cannotbedirectly addressed through thisresearch but inspection suggests
that experimental projectsstill dominate the medal standings and the judging form is weighed
heavily in favour of the scientific method.
What thismeansfor teaching is simplein thoughtbut not in practice. Teachers should
try to incorporate more questions into students ' learning. VanDeman and Parfitt (1985),
Blume(1985) and Foster (1983) all suggest that students need practice in asking questions.
Rivard (1989), set down a process for teacher's to bring out their student's natural
questioning ability. Foster (1983) bad a process that also belped his student's to ask
"questions about the world around them." Strategies such as these could be useful in
supporting thecreative student. Thenext logical step would seem to be to have them design
methods to answer the questions . As mentioned before very little student design of
experiments appears to be incorporated into the existing course offerings. The first steps
need not be complicated just simple methods to answer simple questions. Over time the
developmentofthc students' skills may allow for development of experiments in support of
taught theories. Thejunior high grades with their time allocation for science fairs could be
the logicalplace to start thisprocess,but it must be continued and reinforced throughout the
students ' bighschool education as well.
Research Sources
The lack of statistically significant differences between the research sources of
medalists and non-medalists is significant in itself. The literature had supported to some
degree the existence of those differences. Within this study it can safely beconcluded that
sa
resc:arcb. sourceshave no cffi:cl:on the 6naIsWrling oftbe fair. Hence suggesting to students
tbKttheyseeItout tbc2r researcb in such areas as they can find would bethe safest course. It
would appear that teachers need DOt search out new sources to give their 5IUdems •
reasooabIedlance 11 the sceece fair. Ofcoune it.is what the students do with the research
that is important. Some students will~ assistance in the finding, gathering and
disseminating theirbackgrouod research. In the author's opinion science teachers must stan
poolingtheir resourceswith teaehen inotherdisciplines who are themselves developing such
skillsinstudents. Ifa school were to take a unifiedapproach to the science fair the work toad
requireme:nr: of the science tc:achcrwouldprobably beof acceptable levels, andallow a whole
eurriOJlumapproach to a specific project.
The one area of research that had statistiGtl difference involved the availability of the
lmcmct MedalwinDers bad st.aristicaIly significantmore access to the Internet than did the
non-medal winners. Ahhough this did cot manifest itself within the research sources
themsdves several reasons present themselvesas to why this may be the case. Oneis thaJ:
studemsmayDOtR:OOgnize the Internet as where they gal the initial 'idea ' for their projects .
A secood is that SbJdenls may have used the: Internetto point them to sources that they could
thenfindeisewfJeR. Thethird could have been a survey design problem involving the use of
the Internet at the public library or the school library. 1lw the Internet could be usedas a
sciencefairresearch too l is quite clearly illustrated in the number of accesses to the Science
Fair Homepage.
Little or no research has been undertaken to discuss the use of the Internet as a
sdeccefairresearch tool The resultsshowingthe increase in availabilityfrom 1996 to 1997
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lead to a conclusiontbaJ: thereis a need for a closer look. To a certainextent, the web may
be compared to a text -type. or list-typeof idea procurem ent . The literature is not kind
toward these types of resources labellingthemas "cookbook experiments." and "nonscience"
(Wollnough, 1994). The Internet may go beyond these limited resources within the area of
mentorship. Theauthor received someone hundred and fifty instances of email from students
across North America. This email asked for guidance, ideas. proced ures. and opinions.
Wherepossible studentsasking for this information wereprompted to devise procedures for
themselves, ask:questions about what they wanted to do, and were induced beyond the idea
theyhadobtained. This is likened to Liebermann (1988) who used the ChemicalJournal of
Education for hisprojects, and pushed hisstudents to changetheproject from its origins . The
differenceis that the students on the Internet have access to many more resource peop le than
just their teachers and with pro per guidance can probably take their ideas farther than with
just theirteacher 's intervention. It is here that the Internet will possibly prove it' s value to
thesciencefairmovement.
To support this idea and work toward using the World Wide Web more effectively
in education, a group of scientists at Memorial University has agreed to stan. fielding such
questions from stude nts on the Internet . A new homepage will be attac hed to the Science
FairHomepagethat will allowstudents to ask a questionby email directly to a scientist in the
fieldofstudy. It is hopedthat this new form.of limited mentorship will not only increase the
educational valueof the Internet for science fairs. but also benefit the science fair movement
itself
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Non-determining FactOrs
The studenls choiceof projecttype and project category did not affect their standings
to any significant level. Among the most interesting findings within this section were the
general project type results compared to the medal winners' project types. Therewas no
significantdifferencebetweenthe two and no significant differences in the non-experimental
types of projects in this area as well . This alludes to the fact that there may have been no
prejudice evidentat the Eastern NewfoundlandScience Fair where non-experimental projects
ace concerned.
Another interesting finding within this section was the large percentage of
experimental.projects that are entered into the fair. Experimental projects constituted close
to three quarters of all the projectsentered. Other types such as studies and innovation were
significantly less in evidence. As a byproduct of this study an in depth examination of the
current mainstream auricuJum guidestook place. Withinthese guides and the accompanying
textbooks there seems to be extensive scientific method support. The courses (Pbysics.,
Chemistry,Biology)and the design oCthesciencecurriculumas a whole seems to support the
use of experiments. Thus results such as those found of page 71, showing a high proportion
of experimental projects should Dot be surprising . As mentioned previously this does not
serv e to give an accurate nor rewarding view of the scientific process. More support for
otbertypes of scientificresearch should be incorporated into all levels of the curriculum As
weU more support for these types should be incorporated within the teachers' education
program and thescience fair movement itself
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UrbanlRurai Differences
The statistical difference found between the rural and urban groups was another
important findingfrom this study . Inspection of the results show that students w ho came
from definednnI areashadstatisticallyless chance of winninga medal at the fair. A number
of factors may have contnbuted to this resul t. FIrst and foremost was the time factor . It
cou ld be expected that rural students would have less time to spend on projects within
librariesand withinschool because of theirneedto travel longer distance to and from school.
Thiswasnot supported by the results fro m the study whichshow that rural students actually
spent double the percentage of time at school than did urban students and a comparable
percentage of time in the hb nuy . What was significant in the results were the figures
showing that rural students spent 50"/0less time on their projects on a per student basis. A
more in depth survey would have to be conducted to find out why this was the case. but in
any event this may be a factor for why they did not perform as well at the fair. It is also
expected that this result may be misleading. This year's fair consisted of a high number of
projects from rural schools. yet at most only five rural schools were included . This means
thatthose schools sent many of their available projects to the fair when in many cases within
urban schools only the very top projects are sent. The experience of participating at a
regional fair, the tours of the university, the trip to St. John 's. and the meeting of other
science minded students may have beenjust as important to these rural students and their
teachers than winninga medal.
"
Jud ging Reliability
The portion of the study thai:dealt witbjudging reliability contained some interesting
resultsthat should be looIc:ed into further . Correlation,reliability andvalidity were, fur the
most pan, quitehigh. ThecorTdarional averagesOWS'sewn.Iprojects were high, but in some
instances. correlations taken from single projects would have beenquite low. Thesecould
be labeUed as eberarces in that they were not repeat ed within the judging groups. Such
abe rrati ons within the judging process could cause significant differences in results . The
whole process as it exists then co uld be called into question. What is at stake is the final
standing of the students and in some cases the reputation of tbe region on a national scale.
Clearly a consensus between the judges as to the level of the project in Part A is necessary
if co rrelatio n is [0 be high and marks are to be consistent . TIle cases of low correla tion
discussed above didDOthave such a coosensus. Tc:dmica1ly ifthe judges are properly briefed
this shoul d bea given,but iDdividualdifferences. inbcrent variancepossibilitieswithin the
form anderror faaon playa large role. The consensus issue shoul d beraisedto judges in
their briefings before the fait takes place and adopted as an accepted practice . As well
examples ofvarious levels ofprojeeu shoul d be made available for judges to peruseIt the
briefing sessions.
The 1991EasternNewfoundlandScienceFair implemented the changes listedabove.
Mark disaepancies decreasedsignificantly, with very few problems being seen. Results from
the 1m CanadaWide Science Fair show that the judging process in the past year may have
beenof higher quality than previous years. In It197 Eastern Newfoundland won twenty
percent of the available lOp awards. one of the only five participants invited to attend the
(sa:fOrtbcc:aning year . As wdl, the fiveprojects sent to Canada Wide woo two golds, a
silver.an bcmounblemeution. and threespecialawards. The judging process. on the surface.,
seemsto be improved by the changes with lessconfusion, consistent ratings within a judging;
group. and a high predictive validity for the Canada Wide Science Fair .
Essc:otialIy there seems to bea need for a 6.mdamenta1 shift in the education of science
students and teach ers in Newfoundland. BeJow a series of concrete reco mmendatio ns for
changesin the science curriculum, science educati on, and the trainin g of scien ce teachers is
encapsulated. Theserecommendations could form the framework for a mo re vibrant., open,
and real science eurriculum that woul d DOt only incorporate the essentials of science but of
aitical dinIcing, expcrimembuilding and scie:mific rea.soning through the use of a science faiT
project .
I) A new direction for scien ce curriculum that mirrors mor e ofwha t true science is about;
2) More training for reachersin theseareas;
3) Development ofle:sso ns and activitiesto spur on studentquestioning;
4) More support for science fairs through indusion as mandatory activiti es within an
amicu.lumguid es;
5) More unknown experim ents and original experimental activiti es ;
6) Development of more research orient ed science sites on the Internet;
7) Research shoul d beundertaken to examine the Internet as a research tool in science;
8) Moreemphasis oQ~ science .
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Theserecommendationsonly scratchthe aeface of wbaJ: is needed to be done, but they would
seem to bea firststep in the correct direction. The importance of science education is stated
often andin manyways but the future of excellence in science education and the science fair
movementare inextricably linked .
Suggestions for Further Research
In many ways this study created more questions than it addressed. Among those
questions are many important areas that should bestudied further. These are listed.below .
The Internet as a school science research tool.
UrbanIRuraJ. differences and school science research.
Resource availability and the effect on student achievement.
Science Fair Participation and the effect on student career choice .
Teacher age by grade level teaching assignment.
Teacher experience and the effect on student science fair participation rates .
In theauthor 's opinion these would be among the most imponant issues to study further .
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Appendix A -Exam ple Survey and Cove r Letter
Student Science Fa ir QuestioDoa ire
The purpsoeof this q~onnairc is to help determine the source and importance of
various SOW'CCS for studen t ideas and research in developing science fair projects. Names
aCme participan ts will remain confidential and your project numbers will be asked for
only to determine your final standin g in the fair. I thank you for your participa tion,
I . What is your project num ber? _
2. Whatarea does your project fall under'?
experime nt innovation
3. Whatcategory/subject area does your project fall under ?
4.
Physical Science
Engineering
What gradeare you in? (circle one)
12
Life Science
Comp uter
10 II
S. ls your scboollocated in a c:ityllarge town . 01"a sma ller tOWD of
commu ni ty ? ( In Newfo undland exam ples o f cities and large towns are: St.
John's., Mount Pearl . Co mer Brook, GrandFalls. Gand er . If you do no( live in
one ofthesc. please check the smal ler town of comm unity section.)
6. Generally where did you get your idn for the fair project? Please check.the most
frequently used source and put x' s next to any other sources used.
Textbooks
Teacher supplied lists
Science Magazines
Scientific Journals
The Internet
Parental Guidance
Te1evisionlRadio
Your Previous Projects
Self-creation
Other (you may list as many as you like):
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7. Why do you feel your most used source for ideas. chose n above, is the most used
source ? _
8. Generally where did you do or acquire your~? Please check the most
frequently used so urce and put x's next to any oilier sourc es you used .
Schoo l library
Public Library
University/College Library
School Lab Facilit ies
University /College Labs
TheInternet
Parental Sources
Teac her Sources
Othe r (you may list as many as you like) :
9. Why do you feel your most usedsource for research, chose n abov e. is the most
used source?
to. Do you have access to the Internet within you schoo l'?
Do you hace access [ 0 the Internet from home ?
II . How many hours were spent on you project:
In schoo l
A t home
At the library
Other
YES NO
YES NO
I understand that my participation in this study is total ly vo luntary, and I give my
penni ss ion for my data to be used for research purposes only .
Signature: _
I"
Holy Heart of Mary High School
SS Bonaventure Ave.
SL John 's. NF
AIC3Z3
(709) 726--2667
Hello :
My name is John Barren, and I am undertaking research towards my Masters in
Education at Mem orial university under the supervision o f Glen Clark..
The purpose o f my research is to discover where sc ienc e fair partici pants get thei r
ideas and do their research. andsee how this affects the ir gen eral standi ng in the fair as a
whole. This research is important if the fair movemen t is to survive in Newfound land
and Labrad or. The proced ure involves using theresults of the East ern Newfoundland
Scien ce fairand the results of a ques tionnaire that students comple te at the fair. There
will be no follow-up questions. no lo ng-term undertaking in thi s project and from the
students nothing is requi red beyond the five (5) 10 tcn ( 10) minu tes to comp lete the
survey questions. The purpose of the questionnaires is to discover from thestudents
where they did their research and where they go their ideas. The purpose of the results is
to compare lhem to the answers on the questi onnai res .
At this point it should be noted that no men tion of en y student 's name or eve n
speci fic project titl e will be made in the research. TheonJy iden tifier is the projec t
number whichwill be usedto establish standing in the fair as a whole and then will be
disregarded. AUstudent questionnaires will be destroyed on completion of the data-
taking, or before if that is your wish .
All tIlis research and the conc lusions drawn fro m it are available [0 you • any
time.just by requestin g it from the address or telephone number abo ve .
Thi s researc h is pure ly vo luntary, and you have the right to withdraw at any time
without prejudi ce. As well th is stud y mee ts the ethicalguidelines of the University and
the Faculty of Education. An y questions or inquiries can bed irected to the tmdcrs igned
or to Dr . Frank Riggs. Associa te Dean of Graduat e Studies w ho is separate and outs ide
the research group . l thank yo u for you help in this matter.
John Barron
I have read the precedin g information , and do hereby give my conse nt for the useo f this
quest ionnaire and the resu lts of my place men t in the fair. in thi s research project
~;~~"'e"'.g-e""Of"'Six"-l:-ee-n.-p"'n""taI7:cco:-nse""n""I"iS-=l""U""i"'--'-: --
SignarureofParentlGuardian: _
Date
D.1e
EASTERNNEWFOUNDLAND
REGIONAL SCIENCEFAIR
Judging Form for Experimental Projects
TOTAL MARKD
Project II Language:
Entrant:
Partner:
Category: Division: Type:
Project Title:
Judge:
~
1j'
.'"]
~
"..
I
-c
~E~-rlmen t. 1 Pro-et C · Anjn~tsli enon under taken to testa s......illc h"'" lhesis usin ex enments . Ex""rimenlalvar iablc5, if idenlified, arec onlrol1ed,
ra n Al SCIENTI FIC TIIOUGIIT (Mllhn um 45 mu lu j PART 8 : O RIGINAL CREATlVIT V (Mnimllm ae mu lu )
Le vel I· Dupllelllonof. knownexperimenl loeool'inn thehypothesi" I. Topicoricinality '4] 2 I 0
The hypolhnl s is100.l1y predicl.ble. 2. OflaiA,llIyin approach S 4 ] 2 I 0
1 Resou~eMuM! orequipmenl 5 4) 2 I 0
' MARKS MANDATORY(Mlllimum ISf.,) and Inform.t ion w nokes
+ 0 I 2) 4 S 6 '7 I 9 10 4. Creativilyln lnlerpm ation ofdall S 4 1 2 I 0
S. Judae"discretion S 4 3 2 I 0
Level2- Extend. knownuperimenl lhroughmodificationof PART C: SKILL (Ml1 lmum 10 mu ks)
prtl(edulft.da lalaIMTinalndlpplicalion.
J 2 1 0I. Neceuarysc;enlificsk m shown
I ~ MARKS MANDATORV (Mu lmllm 2514 ~ ) 2. E~hibil WCIlCCH1SII'lJC ICd J 2 1 0
. 0 12 J 4 S 6 7 S 9 [0 J . Malerlalp~pa~d lndependenll)' , I 0
4. Judge'sd isc~tlon 2 I 0
le vel J. Devise and nIT)' out an original u perimenl with conlrols. PART D: DRAM"TIC V" LUE(Ml1lnllm 10 m.rks)
Variabln are lden1irled. SorMsignificantvariables Ire
I. LaYOllI IOJK:al andselr~~pI IIlllIOry J 2 I 0conlTolled. Dataanal),slslndudcsg.raphicrepresenlltlonwilh
simplell. lliliel. 2. b hibit AIlI'lclive J 2 10
J. Prnentltion by ~ucknlclPr, loaic:al .ndenthusiaslK: J 2 10
25 MARKS MANDATORY(Maximum JSl45) 4. Jooge'l diKretion 10
. 0 I 23<1 S 6 7' 910 PART E: PROJECT SUMM" RV IMllimum 10 mu lu)
Level 4. Devee andClIT)'oul orill nll uperimen lal research which J. HU llllhe ~qu i red ln rormat ioll been ptOyided? J 2 I 0Il1emp1s lo conlrol or inyeSlisate mOSlsignificanl Yarillbles. 2. ls theln rormation Inthe specifled rormllt? 1 0l>alaa nal)'l lsln cllides SlatlSllu lanl lysis. J. Is the lnrormatlon presented eiearty wilh cnnlinllily? 2 I 0
JS MARKS MANDATORY(MII~ lmlim 45145) 4. Does the summary accuralely reflect the actual project? 2 I 0
. 0 1 2 J" 5 6 7' 9 10 5. P~senlallon (Nntness, srammaf, spelling Inreport) 2 I 0
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Appendix C - BoardPermission Req uest Letter
March IS. 1996
Box424, RR # 1
Paradise. Nf
AIL le i
Mr. Brian Shortal l
Superin tendent
RC School Board for St. John ' s
Belvedere, Bonave nture Ave .
St. John' s. NF
AIC323
Dear Mr. Shortal l:
My name is John Barron. and I am undertakin g research as part of my Masters in
Education thesis at Memorial Univers ity under the supervision of Glen Clark . I am
requesting permission to run a pilot study for an upco ming research project at a sing le
schoo l within your board. anda full study within several schools within your board.
This research study wi ll be attem pting to delineat e areas where science fair
participants acquire their ideas and their researc h. It also involves a study of the
reliabi lity of judging within a fair. The main site for this researc h wi ll be the Eastern
Newfoundland Science Fai r Counci l's Regional Fair, bu t in an effort to fine tune the
instruments to beused, I wis h to test it at Holy Heart of Mary High Sc hool. Although it
will bea full running of the instrum ents. none of the data co llected is expected to be used
in the study, although the data co llected is avai lable to you at any time . just by requesting
it at the phone number be low.
The secon d part of the study requires the students and teachers who are atte nding
the regional fair to complete questio nnaires, whic h will tak e five (5) to ten (10) minu tes
ofth.e their time at the fai r. These students come from a varie ty of schoo ls withi n your
board, and permission from their parents will be requested when required.
The instruments include a student questio nnaire . a teacher questionnaire. and the
acqu iring of judging sheets used in the fair prope r. Participation is voluntary for
participants . and the students and teachers have the right to withdraw at any time witho ut
prejudice and will be informed of this right. Copi es of these quest ionnaire s are attached
to this lener. The identity of the all participants wi ll remain confidentia l. and the nam es
of students will not be reco rded .
The research as a who le could be an important link to why scienc e fairs have been
decl ining in the near pest, and I believe, help in revitalizing the proce ss. This study
meets the ethical guidelines of the University and the Faculty of Education. If you have
any further questions please do not hes itate to call me at 895-6691 (H) or 126-2661 (W).
A recap of my request: I am requesting permission from your board to undertake
a pi lot study at Holy Heart of Mary involving questionnaires. and a general study
invo lving students and teache rs attending the region al fair . on where students get thei r
ideas and where they do their research for science fair. [will make the participants aware
that their participatio n is pure ly voluntary and they can withdraw at any time. All the
information gathered is strictl y confidential and no ind ividual will be identified .
[ thank you for your time and look forward to hearing from you .
Yours sincerely.
John Barron
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Appendix E Pearson Results Table
!Part A :Pan B ipact C !Part D IPart E ITotal lPart A 'Part B ipan C 'Part 0 -Part E jTotal1
Project"!" ! 171 181 61 8i 8: 511 131 &1 81 7! 11 431
Projeec"r I 23! 161 91 el 91 651 141 12j 51 91 421
Pro"eel ") " 23 201 9! 7 661 151 9i 7 81 51 391
Project "" " 341 241 91 8 to! 851 :!J1 12! 41 7: 81 54 1
Project "S" 261 111 61 51 51 .531 211 111 61 7! 8! 61 1
Pro" 6'" '41 lsi 61 61 9' 601 231 171 81 81 60 1iect "
"Pro"eel "'" 2) 1 181
"
•
, 651 17 131 71 61
"
52
Grouo2 , i
, ,
Pro"eel" I" 17: 71 71 . 1 7 44 l' 10 . 1 sl 71 47
pro"ect"r 1" i4 71 • 71 ' 31 20 141 71 81 • sr
Pro"eel") " 21 17 71 • 10 611 181 16 61 71 10 sr
Pro "ect "4 " as 24 91 10 101 .81 31 20
"
101 10 80
Pro'eel "' " 311 21 7 , 101 78 291 17 91 91 ' I 73
Pro"l:Ct "6 '" 251 13 7 7 61 58 16 12 61 71 • 47
Pro"eet "7" I 23' 18 71 •
, 651 17 13 71 61 , 52
Pro "eet"S " : 271 161 71 71 ., OS 27 i4 • 71 • 64Pro'eel "9" ' 2S1 191
·
10 7 69 24 16 , •
, 62 ,
Pro ject " 10", 301
"
7'
"
101 751 211 16j 71 71 10 6l!
Gro, , 1 , , I
Pr<i eec" \ " 28' 10' 71
"
10 64 as 131 • . 1 , 73pro'ec,"r lSi s:
·
. 1 , 40 rs , . 1 7 , ' 9
Pro 'eel ") " 171 111 ' I
·
, I 4S 20 11 71 ., 7 S1'
Pro"ect "4 " 25 16i • 9 , 67 24 141 , I 91 . 1 64
Pro "eel "S" 101 s 61 , , as 201 7 7 7 10 SI
Pro "ect "6" rs 16 . 1 7 ' I sa rs • 7 ' I 9 44
Pro"ect "r '9 17 9' • 9 62, 20 i4 "
71 • 54
Grouo 4 , I , I
Pro"eel"I " I 10 91 • 7 61 J8 14 13
·
, 9 4S
pro "ec l "r 11 16 71 • 7 .9 21 12 9 9 101
'"Pro"eel ") " 21 16 7 71 , 56 18 121 'I , 9 47
Pm"ox:,"4" 111 11 71 7 • 44 201 13 • • 7 54
Pro"eel "S" 19' 17 , s 0 .. 31 rs •
·
0 60
Pro"ec' "6" 11 ts •
·
0 40 22 20 10 • 0 60
Geou s
Pro'ei:I~ I ~
"
IS 7 • a OJ zs 12 7
·
,
'9
Pro -eel: "r 301 IS 7 7 • OS as 12
,
• 7 57Pro -eel "3~ 30 17 • 7 • 70 30 17 • 4 • ss
Pro-eel "4 " J4 18 10 10
·
78 JS 17 • 7 7 74
Pro -eel: " S~ , 27 IS • 7
·
OJ 27 IS
·
• 7 61
Pro -ee l "6M as IJ • s s 54 24 12 s 4 • SI
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Grou 6 I I I ,
Prolect- I- , lSI ,,' " "
4i 43: 23' 211 91 91
"
70
Projecc"2" : 16: t4i 71
"
II 431 191 IJI e!
"
91 521
Proje<;I -3· ! I II 141 91 91 91 56; 14t 9'
"
61 401
Project ""- ' lSI ' 01 II sr
"
41i 121 II I ., 01 371
Grou P 7 , 1 !Pro"ect" l" I 231 1'l! " •
3 62 28 2 11 9 101 • 761
Proj ect "2" 161 .31 71 •
"
sa 21 .61 71 91 101 631
Pro'eel "3" : 30i 161 91 .1 81 71 341 211 .01 al .1 81
Pro-ea "4" t 231 14 4i
·
61
"
28 161 71 7 9' 67
Pro"ea "S· I
. lI lSI
·
7 31 461 20 ", 61 61 61 "Pro"ect"6" ! 231 121
"
s 01 4l 27 141 . 1
"
21
"Pro'ea "7" 301 17: • " •
n 33 331 .01 9 91 84
Pro"eel"S" ! IS 181 . ; 11 7 sa 241 19' .01 sr 61 . 71
Pro"cet "9" I 17 '41 • • " 49 20 lSI 7
. 1 9 H i
Pro'ea "\O" 30 191 11 9 10 ts 211 16 7 71 10 61
Oreu . , 1 , 1 , , 1
Prciect" !" 161 18! e! 91 59 161 171 11 • 9 571Pro"«t "2" : 221 191 91 10! .81 201 18 • 1 sl .01 64
Projea ") " 241 " I 91 .01 741 241 191 81 91 '01 701Project "4" i 291 " 1 . 01
"
791 261 201 101 101 .01 761
Projecl "S" I 241 201 91 9' 691 231 19' 91 91
"
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